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;RULE BREAKERS

-SEE SPORTS, A13

I

Pet lovers sneak their
furry friends on campus.
-SEE LIFESTYLES,BB

Ii,

· Jlq<i,get ta1Ji·
:On .the table·
() ~Trustees convene for·ongoiilg
1
discussion about money woes
))

' ·•
,

PATRICIA XAVIER '

Legislature that left UCF With
bill for :4,000 students that
; : The UCF Board of Trustees the state cquldn't affor~ to subsi-.
dize this yea.I:
·
n).eets today to discuss a variety
· "We're going to try to influ- .
of issues Jacing students, faculty, ence the process,,,. Lee said.
:a;nd the educational ·process. · ·
"We'll do that by
11 l ~ Administrators and members
·lobbying
pf the board, including Student ·
Tallahassee,
;Government
. Association
.and try to get
} President Brian Battles, are
them to see the
wi$dom in fundexpected to discuss items l'.anging
these
ing from the 2004-2005.budget to
. unfunded. stu~
new degree ·programs. The
meetingwill run from 1 p.m. to 5
dents because
right now it erep.m. in the Cape Florida
Bii.nroom in the Student Union
ates a probiem,
•
PHOTOS BYJAN SVOBODAI CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE
and is open to all. ·
no doubt. about it. The board is ·
The Center for Teaching, Leaming and Leadership, above and below, took two years to _build and creates a new home for students arid faculty who had be.en relegated to porti!ble Spaces.
, On _the _agenda is approval of working vecy hard with what
the operating budget for the cur- they have, and we're dofug all we
rent S?~ool year. Although. budg- . can to get a little groilnd."
But Chase s,aid despite efforts
0 et decIS1o~s ~e~e ~ade this past
summer, this .IS 1ust th~ final by the· board, nothing can be
approval to get everything up done to help alleviate the budget
· cuts. He said the board·has no
Exceptional
Education
AMY CASSEL
t1
power over the legi&lature's deciInstitute was created to develop
Staff Writer
.1 sion·at this point, and.that if stueducational opportullities and ,
'The Education Building no support for children and adults
dents want these issues to be
longer
stands
alone. with special needs. Jennings, a
addressed, they will have to put
UCF former state senator who
Construction
on
the
new
forth the effort to challenge the ,
· Center for Teaching, Learning helped secure state Juilding for
1
·
legislature.
and Leadership is now com- the institute, is currently
"There's nothing we can do
plete,
and the two buildings now Florida's lieutenant governor.·
f)
about that," he said. "Unless the
stand
side by side as UCF's
The Family Literacy and
stude~t~ bring a lot of pressur~
newiy renovated Education Reading Excellence Center,
to the Florida Legislature, I don't
.compl~
.
see. them doing anything. So
·also locatetl in the Education
•>
More
commonly
known as Complex, uses · scientific
lobby your legislature:"
the.Teaching Academy; the UCF research to ensure adequate
Lee said other priorities for
Center for Teaching, Learning reading and writing skill levels
the committee will include disand Leadership has just 9pened for children in Florida.
·
cussion of student . funding, ·
- RICHARD.LEE
its
doors. for the fall semester.
Kevin Miller, an assistant
MEMBER, BOARD.OF TRUSTEES preparing teachers more quickly
The building houses offices, professor for tbe school's
,. :
for education due to critical
classrooms, and labs for educa- exceptional education pro' . teacher shortages, and stimttlattion
professors and students. gram, said,' "I really like the
,
. ,, .
ingthe economic.development of
rrhe project, which began con- new building and its layout." .
.·
and runmng: Sa.Id trustee Arlen the high-tech work force. ·
structi0Il with a groundbfeaking
Cha:se, .chairman of the UCF
The board also is expected to
He added: "It provides a pro. on Aug. 29, 2001, took about two fessional look and gives the
~ulty Sena~e.
approve proposals for , new
·years to complete.The project message that we are serious
: : Trustee .R1c~a;d ~ee, a mem- degree programs. The programs
cost about $11 million. .
~r of the. boards financ~ com- that 8feadyhave been approved .
about our mission of providing
As well as holding offices and quality education programs. As
~ttee,
s_
a
.Id
the
board
will
conby
the
state
will
focus
on
a
new
·
•
classrooms, the academy is a faculty member, I feel the new
tll!ue to address budget needs, master's degree progi:am in
4J.cluding
recent
funding
·
home to two notable centers.
approved by the Florida
·PLEASE SEE FORENSIC ON A2
The ,
Toni
Jennings
PLEASESEE EDUCATION ON A2
;,

SeniorStaff Writer

. the

$11 lnillion education Center opens

"The board is
.working very hard
with what they ·
have, and.we're'
doing all we can.
to get a little
ground."

..

'

,/

:Cast yotes for SGA Seaate starfiRg Monday
:Partisatj campaigns get set
to elect many ne~ faces '
. BEN BAIRD
- Senior StaffWriter

. Nearly 100 candidates· have been
approved to run for the 52 SGA Senate
seats, with Online balloting starting at 8
a.m. Monday at https://connect.ucf.edu.
Missing from ' the ballot, are the
qariles of several Senate veteran~, thus

malting way for many new faces. ·In
addition, election contests appear to be
shaping up between three rival factions,
despite
Student
Government
Association fules '8,gainst the forming of
· political parties.
.
Voting in those ·contests concludes at
5 p.m. next Wednesday. ·
Partisan campaigning is apparent in
that every race with multiple candidates
has both a Greek and a Progressive can. didate running. In contests where there
are more than two candidates, an inde-

norml@ucf. v.4.2.0

pendent student bloc calling itself Ortiz, the speaker of the Senate and a ·year terms, two seats ill the College of
United Students also has put up a nom- former SGA vice presidential candidate. . Education went unclaimed. Every other
.
.
· Both s~ek a seat representing the Education seat has only one candidate.
inee. · ·
Initially; one Web site set up to pro- College of Engineering and Computer The seats for the School of Optics and
.
the Brevard campus also . have gone
vide voters with candidate information· Science.·
Currently there are 99 candid;:i.tes on unclaimed. '
even steered students from the com.,.
·These vaca'.nt positions can be ..filled
plete list of candidates·to a list of those . the ballot, but that number will rise to at
endorsed by the Progressiye Council least 103 as write-in voting occurs ·for in one of'two ways. First, they may be
[see article, below]. That link has since seats, especially in . the College of filled by a student who decides.to run as
been removed.
Education, where representative posi- · a write-in candidate; students voting.
One potential shakeup in the Senate tions failed to attract any candidates.
onJine would simply' click the option for
While many seats have a full slate of ·
power structure ·is taking place as
Gabrielle Gibson challenges
Kevin
four candidates competing fm.· the one- ·
PLEASE SEE CHALLENGERS ON A2
.
,r

NORML Web site'misdirects' voters
complete list of candidates, but rather were the candidates endorsed by the groups. ·
redirected to NORMI..:s Web site. There,
"I don't feel that anybody has been
theywould discover a: page containing only shortchanged in any way;" he said. ''We
A link put on the Student Government . the names of those candidates favored by ·took care of the problem before it became a
problem."
.
Association Web site by a liberal student NORML or the Progressive Council.
, gr'9up began causing contro-yersy just one
· The· action was first reported to SGA
However, some candidates, including
day into the SGA Senate election cam- . officials by senatorial candidate Sean Lavin, said the activity represents an injusLavin.
tice, and that it has hurt their cainpaigns.
paign, which kicked off on Monday.
The link turned up in a section 9f the · · · "Bear in.mind that all the students who Lavin said the matter deserves additional
site - www.sga.ucf.edu - on ·which see this information were never informed · consitleration.
Senate candidates are allowed to post a . that they left the official SGA site," Lavin
"It was there, and I don't think that we
bio, resume and a platform stating their -vvt0te in an e-mail 'M they clicked was can just forget about it," he said. "I'd like a .
declaration ofwro~gdoing from them."
goals. The intent is to let students become text that said, 'Back to Candidates.' .
"Many peopl~ will assume that they
SGA President Brian Battles said only
more· informed about each of the candidates prior.to voting in the elecition, which were redirected b~k to the official SGA that he wished to stay out of the situation
opens online at 8 a.m. next Mbnday and, [eleetion] site of ,candidates, when in fact and allow the election commissioners to
they were actually redirected to the handle it.
concludes at 5 p.m. next Wednesday. ..J
However, when anyone clicked on me NORMJJProgressive Council-en9-orsed list
NORML President Josh Edmundson, a
veteran senator who is seeking re-election
name of a candidate who had been of candidates."
Upon being informed of the issue, SGA in a contested. race, did not return multiple
endorsed by · the' UCF chapter of the
National Organization for the .Reform of election commissioners took swift action phone calls or respond to e-mails seeking
comment by press time.
Marijuana Laws or the UCF Progressive and removed the link.
Michael Romero, SGA's · supervisor of
Candidates who have met tlle requireCouncil, a link would show up reading
elections, said he did not expect to take any ments to run .in the election may revise
''back to candiclates."
. Upon clicking the "back to candidates" furtlrer action against either" the their platforms on the SGA Web site until 5 .
link, students were not returned to the Progressive Coiincil or NOR.ML or any of p.m. tomorrow.

BEN BAIRD

Senior Staff Writer

.WllCOMI .

upcoming events

The National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana
Laws at the Universitv 'o f Central Florida welcomes you to our
website. Our site is currently under construction so please stop by
often. We than~ you for your interest and support.

SGA Student Senate
Elections begin
September 29, 2003 B:OOAM
Student Senate Elections

Cljck tOr more jnfo
MISSION STATEMENT
• Our mission is to create an awareness about marijuana-laws and
Chapter Meeting &
their relation to constitutional rights on and around UCF in order to
Committee Planning
help bring about the eventual decriminalization of the possession,
October'01, 2003 - B:OOPM
use, and cultivation of cannabis. We will do so by holding fund
Chapter Meeting & Committee
· raisers, inviting guest speakers, creating public outreach programs ,
Planning
, by working with other organizations and making contributions to
Click for more info
selected charities.
UCF Class Withdrawal
Join Norml@UCF's mailing list. Send an email here!

Deadline
October 17, 2003 - 5:00PM

Check out the all new NORML @ UCF Forums!

Deadline ends at 5:00 p.m., don'
be a late slacker.

Click for more info

1

SPECIAL TO THECENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Candidate endorsements on this Web site were a cause of concern until they were removed this week. ·
·~

..

. Around Campus
Miss America's·reign begins

Challengers are taking aim At SGA computer lab,

"Fbr those who didn't believe
in me, and that I didn't desel"Ve
it: Ha, ha, ha, I'm Miss America,"
Ericka Dunlap, the UCF student
who is Miss America, told
reporters the day after she was
crowned. ."No,"· she clari.Ued.
"it's a matter of staying grounded and staying humble."
Fbllowing Dunlap's win at
· the Miss America competition in
Atlantic City, · N.J. on Saturday,
her life has become a whirlwind
of speaking events.' The newly
crowned 21-year--0ld has to put
her education on hold for now; if
the past is any guide, she'll be in
a new town every couple of days
for the next year.
During her reign, Dunlap, the
first black Miss Florida, plans to
continue promoting cultural
inClusiveness. ''This crown on
my head is not just a crown, 'it's
a symbol to me," Dunlap said,
according .'t o the Press of "
Atlantic Oity: "It''s a propeller,
so to speak, to bring cultural
diversity to greater heights." ·
Miss America's public tour
began with less than three hours
of sleep Sunday; · when she
.shipped ofUo New York in a limo
to start hitting talk shows:
In 24 hours, she visited the
NBC morning talk show
"Today," "Live with Regis and
· Kelly," "Late Show with David
Letterman," "On the Record
. with Greta Van Susteren" and
"Last Call" with Carson Daly;

Candidates for
SGA Senate

situations in the workplace at a
seminar at 12 p.m. Friday in the
• Student Union Cape Florida
_Room. A 25-minute video will be
followed by a discussion. Guests
can learn ·how to identify the
· warning signs of a potentially
violent person, and actions to
. take if a potentialiyviolent situa• tion arises. The.seminar is sponsored by The Allen Group; call
407-823-0440

Max

Dan
Joshua .A. .
Pavan
John
C. Hunter
Jeffrey
Gabrielle
Kevin J.
Minh
Ajwad (AJ)
Eric
MatthewW.
Jean-PhiHppe
Keith
Mark
Nichole
Bryan
Luis
Greg
Olu
AmyE.
David
Julie
Andreina
David Curtis
Malik
J. Ryan
Curtis
Jen
Joshua
Evan
lmaney
Michelle
John Benjamin
Ansley
Jose
.Brooke
'Matt
Erin
Write in only
Write in only
Michelle

Work out your creativity ·
UCF's first lmprov. Gym for ·
the fall semester takes ·pla.Ce
· from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday
in Trailer 534, Room 105, of
- Portable Cluster 7. Improv GYm.
. is a drop-in .studio and work~ shop experience open tQ all and
-blending a lively environment
conducive to spontaneous creativity with art forms such as
. acting, music and writing.
Contact Jasun Burdick at jburdick@mail.ucf.edu.

· Cope with college newbie blues
' A UCF Counseling Center
program at noon Monday in
Room 221 A&B of the Student
Union Will address common
issues that students face bemg
away from home or on their own
for the first time. Presenters
include Germayne Graham, a
Counseling Center-psychologist;
call 407-823-2811.
.

Solutions

Wa~oner

Rosenberg
Siddiqui
Hipp;
Zimmerman
Godber
Sepulveda
Emerald
Oberlender
Heil
Write in only
Write in only'
Dragovich
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3
3
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5
5
5
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CAS
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CAS
CAS
CAS
CAS
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CBA
CBA
CBA
CBA
CBA

7
8
8
8
9
9
9
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11
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1
1

2
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CBA

4
5
6
6

CBA
C:BA
CBA

7
8
9
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9
9
9
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CSA
CBA
CBA
CBA
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EDUC
EDUC
EDUC
EDUC
EDUC
E(>UC
ENGR
ENGR
ENG.R
ENGR
ENGR
ENGR
ENGR
ENGR
ENGR
ENGR
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ENGR
ENGR
ENGR
ENGR
ENGR
ENGR
ENGR
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HPA
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HPA
HPA
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HPA
HPA
HPA
HPA
HPA
HPA
HPA
HPA
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UNO
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11
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1
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3
4
5
6

l
1

1
1
2

2
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3
3
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l
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5
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6
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7
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1
2
2
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3
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6
6
6
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7
1
1
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UNO
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1
1
1

Al

write-in candidates and
type in the name of their
choice. The vacancy can
also be filled through
appointments by SGA
President Brian' Battles
and confirmation by the
Senate.
. Veterans such as
Manny Amores, · the
recently named SGA
Senator of the Year, is
among the candidates
who didn't meet the
requirements to run,
which range from not
securing the necessary
50 signatures to having a
GPAbelow 2.5.
· -Yet getting rid of ve.t erans . appears to be the ,
theme for this year's
election;..
nearly· every
major player in the
Senate is being contested. For example, newcomer Kevin Buck, chairman of UCF's College
Republicans; is challenging incumbent 's~nator
Josh ~dmundson, the
president of' the UCF
chapter of .the National
Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana
Laws, for the same seat
representing the- College
of Arts and Sciences.
Said Buck: "I wanted
to give him some competition." He added that he
did not want to see anyone go unopposed.
Edmundson,
like
many other incumbents,
is taking the threat seriously. He has constructed an elaborate candidate information page in
an effort to woo support.
However, some candidates, such as incumbent
Sammy Mamdani, who
occupies a seat representing the College of
Business
Administration, are running unopposed.
"It just feels really
good," Mamdani said of
his
coµipetition-free
campaign. "I wouldn't
mind competition,, b:ut I
won't complain about it.''
Mamdani added that he
was honored no one felt
the need to unseat him.
Newcomers to SGA
find that election time
encourages them to take
stands on issues that
matter to them.
Minh Nguyen is r.unniilg with a plan to
change the Department
of Mechanical, Materials
and
Aerospace
Engiileering. "I would try
to get tl,itors for engineering,
specifically
because courses are getting tough, and the students need more help,"
he said. The newcomer
should have his chance;
he is the only candidate
for Engineering Seat
Fbur. ·

as

12

2

3 .

Arts

CAS = College of
and _S ciences
CBA = College of Business· Administration
EDUC = 'College of Education
E"!GR ,,; College of fngineering.and Computer Science
HPA = College of Health and Public Affairs
ONO = Undedaired Majors <
,
" HOSP = Rosen SChool of Hospitality Management
OPTJCS = School .of Optics
BREVA.RD = Branch Campus '·
DAYTONA = Branch Campus

Graduation dates announced

The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be consid, ered for .the Around Campus
column, send an e-mail to editor@UCFnews.com or send a'
fax to 407-447-4556. Deadlines
are 5 . p.m. Monday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition. .

Koshel
Taylor
Morrell
Nix
Dilliner
Mitchell
Navarre
Mclaughlin
Shrum
Houchins
Reich
Rutledge
Buck
Edmundson
lravis
'tucker
Ellett
t
Hunt
Latorre
Buchanan
Coyle
lester
OeVliffier
Merolie
Eggnatz
Olander
Brown
Margolis
Avola
' Bravim
' Moedinger
Shannon .
Caceres
Kipp
Lim
Reid
Helman
Soroka
Cimino
Pascucci
•
Schiller
Sigal
M;imdani
, Considder
Christensen
Lavin
Pe'rpall
Shim
Ebbert .
Edwards
Forbes
· Quick ..
Reeves
Fox ·
Write in only
Raines
Write In only
'
O'Grattao ,
Biggar
Reiner
Smith
Talakala
Kaiser
Singh
Tuell
Gibson
·
Ortiz
Nguyen
· Ansari
Mohlenhoff
Reaves
f'errault
Rea
White
Ederer
1
Herde
L,opez de Q&intana
Stevens
Aduloju
Ridge
Rosenthal
Taylor
Ramones
Stella
Barnes
.
Sawan
Schroeder
. Proctor
Schunatz

Frank
Natalie S.
Kelly A.
Mikaela
Andrew
Nathan
Rachel
Michael J.G.
Kai Ion
Andrew
Alida
Brittney
Kevin
Josh
·Kelly
Tarah
Mary Chris
Sara M.
Aida'
Arianne
Matt
Makisha
Matt
Nick
Joshua H.
Rachel
David
Brian
John
Luiz
Skip
Matt
Cassandra .Jillian
Mark
.Benjamin
Jennifer
Anthony
Peter A.
Michael'
Jared ,
Alex
Sammy ·
Kyle
Kasper
Sean
'Kristen
Karen
JCen
. Jonathan
Amanda
Jason
Julie
Lindsay
Wnte. ih only
· Teresa
Wri~ in only
Kevin

Learn how to handle violent

Let us know·

LAST NAME

FTRST NAME

Diffuse a dangerous situation

Fajl 2003 commencement
ceremonies, announced this
week, will take place Dec. 15-16.
By college, the speci,fic times
and date.s are:
10 a.m. Dec. 15, College of.
Business and Rosen School of
Hospitality Management; 2 p.m.
Dec. 15, College of Health and
.Public Affairs, College of
Engineering and Computer·
Science, and School of Optics; 10
a.m. Dec. 16, College of
Education; and 1:30 p.m. Dec.
16;College of Arts and Scien~s.
Regular , commencement .
updates can be found at the Web
site of the Registrar's Office, at
www.registrar.ucf.edu

FROM

prepare to get carded
using the computers," Cipolla said.
"Peopie can write down any name [on
the sign-in sheet]." By asking for ID, the
As of this fall, the Student verification is more accurate.
The 14 other public-access labs on
Government Association requires stu- ·
dents to present a UCF ID card to use campus have had ·no trouble with stuits computer-lab. All other public access dents misusing equipment or non-stu- .
computer labs on campus request stu- dents taking advantage of free sefVi.ces.
dent NID verification before students Bill Branch, director of computer services and teleservices, said students
can use the services.
In the past, students. usjng the SGA need only a valid NID to log on and use
lab only needed to sign in before sitting those computers. Since enacting the
dowri at a computer. NoW, without a login screen, Branch said there have
valid UCF ID, anyone wanting to use the been no problems in these labs.
·Students will only be asked for a UCF
lab will be turned away.
;
The new ID policy began when a stu- ID when usjng print services. "Students
dent used one of the computers to use the ID card to pay for printing,"
·
threaten a professor, according to lab Branch said.
Branc1;1 said the public access labs
assistant Lucas Cipolla, 22, who iB a
are strictly for enrolled UCF students..
1 graduate student studying computer
science. Cipolla ~mid the SGA lab is the There are 106 other departmental labs
only one on gampus that does not. on campus as well. These labs have varrequire a sth'dent NID for access. ious sizes and uses. Restrictions and
"[SGA] needed to keep track of who iS ' policies differ among departments.

DANADELAPI
Senior Staff Writer

Forensic. science program
will offer new master's degree
expanded, I'd definitely stay here. I
can't see- why our biology program
forensic science and a doctoral pro- can't be as good, if not better than
gram in conservation biology.
theirs. We have more opportunities
Once approved, the forensics sci- here than they do in Gainesville. And
ence program will consist of two our-a:dvantages lie .in the fact that we
tracks: forensic bjochemistry . and live in an area with such a beautiful
·foJ'ensic analysis. UCF's course of · environment, but we also have a
study would emphasize analysis of major city. We can balance our studforensic DNA and physical evidence. ies in those environments. It's perfect·
The proposal recommended by a com-. for biology."
mittee of department, college and uni"This is simply the final piece of ·
:wersity graduates corp.es two years acceptance," Chase said. "There's no
alter the terrorist attacks of Sept.' 11, doubt it will be approved, and then all
when forensic science was crucial for the pieces are going into processing." ·
gathering evidence at the sites of the ,
Both 1pr'ograms are scheduled to
attacks.
The
proposal
said, begin as early as 2004.
·
"Educatin~ forensic scientists who
In a process traditionally aimed at
'are scientifically-based is crucial to attracting high quality faculty, the
responding to•terrorism and provid~ , board will also be formally recognizing homeland security to the U.S."
ing and approving 32 facllltymembers
Fbrensic science major Kara Estes hired this year with tenureship status
said she was happy to fin'd out the already in place. The formal process
program for her area of studies would , will approve faculty from various
be improved with a doctorate degree. · departments on campus, including
"I want to stay at UCF and get my Provost 'Turry ·Hickey.
doctorate in forensic science so this
In another move aimed at attractdecision is a great idea," she said. "I ing high-quality faculty to UCF,, the
also agree that after 9-11 we learned board will be approving a proposal
that · fetensic science ~olves evei;:y- which gives the president and provost
.thing and can help a lot of people. The the power to authorize how many
program will be great for UCF, for stu- additional trustee chairs will be added
dents, and for people in general."
to the board each year. The number of
The conservation biology doctor- appointments to the board woµld
ate will also consist of two tracks, depend on the funds available. A comwhich will focus on conservation and , mittee consisting of the Peg-asus progovernment agency work. The pro- fessors and the president of faculty
posal argues that with Florida's envi- senate would select the candidates.
ronmental conservation e:iµployment Candidates would in turn receive a
. creating more than 2.5 million jobs $50,000 stipend which could be used
nation wide the state will need 2,800 as a salary supplement and a 5-year
life scientists by 2009 to solve conser-,. renewable appointment.
vation problems facing Florida.
• The board will also be briefed on a
Biology major Chelsea Stone said , proposal by the Florida Department
that expanding the biology programs of Education and Board' of Governors
would benefit both UCF and the stu- that would develop an accountability
dent body. She said the program plan for each level of education in the
would encourage. her to stay at UCF state. The proposal, which has yet to
for a doctorate degree.
be fully defined, would develop com"The biology department is in des- mittees to measure the performances
perate need of being expanded," for educational institutions from
Stone said. "I have considered going kindergarten to the university system.
to the University of Florida just
Committee meetings will precede
because they have more options, but if the board of trustees meeting and will
the biology prog1'am were to be last from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m.
FROM

Al

Education building offers reprieve from portables
FROM

Al

building provides us a quality
place for our quality programs."
The . new building has 18
classrooms, with the largest
holding up to 96 students. The
offices are located on the fourth
floor, where there are more than
50 work stations. The new building Wm be able to accommodate
about 7,000 students at one time,
said Allison Jefferson, the build- .
ing manager.
Fbr those faculty and staff
memberf?Who had offices in trailers, the new building is a sub. stantial upgrade. "It is a lot more
cheerful and sunny [than the
trailers]," said Rodney Ellison,
. the technical specialist for the·
Center for Educational Research
and Development.
Although construction has finished, n:iiscellaneous ladders and
construction e_quipment still· lie
around the building. Boxes upon
boxes of office supplies still sit
stacked, waiting to be unpacked.
There is some work to be completed, but the contfuuing expan. sion of UCF's education program ·
•
JAN SVOBODA I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
With classrooms, workstations and four floors, the new building can accommodate' about 7,000 students at one time. It comprises half of what will now be called the Education Complex.
continlleS.
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Nation and World
did not order the FfC to do or not
toric vote until March.
The American Civil Liberties do anything, thus clouding the sigWASHINGTON - A failure in Union, which had sought the delay, nificance of his decision.
.Approximately 50 million teleleadership andlack of accountabil- said it wouldn't appeal to the U.S.
ity allowed sexual assaults against Supreme Court. That cleared what phone numbers have been
female cadets at the U.S. Air Fbrce is likely the last legal obstacle from entered into the ro~sionally
authorized do-not-call list.
Academy to continue for a decade, the path to Election Day.
''With the election just two Telemarketers contacting those
according to an independent panel
that investigated sexual miscon- weeks away, we do not believe we on the list are subject to a fine of
duct'at the school where future Air should prolong the uncertainty $11,000 for each violation.
any longei;" the civil rights group
Fbrce leaders are trained
"We found a deep Chasm of said in a statement. ':i\t this point, Yee arrest sheds spotfight
leadership during the most critical it is important that the candidates, on potential security leaks
For 10 months, U.S. Army
time in the academy's histocy; one the campaigns and the voters
that extended far beyond its cam- know tbat the election will be held Chaplain James J. "Youssef" Yee
was the designated Muslim ronfipus in Colorado Springs," said for- on a date that is certain."
Tuesday's decision by an 11- dant for the 660 prisoners of .
mer F1orida Republican congresswoman Tillie Fbwlei; who led a member panel of the San Camp Delta, the PentagOns' seaseven-person civilian commission. Francisoo-based 9th U.S. Circuit side Cuban prison for alleged al"Sadly, we believe this chasm in Court of Appeals came less than Qaida foot soldiers captured in
leadership helped create an envi- 24 hours after the judges, in a Afghanistan.
He listened to their gripes,
ronment in which sexual assault courtroom packed with news
public,
heard
vigurmedia
and
the
counseled
them in matters of
became a part of life."
The panel's investigu.tion ous arguments for and agRinst faith, and passed along requests
for special dietary and religious
"found an atmosphere that helped delaying the election.
At issue was whether six coun- needs. Although American inter- foster a breakdown in values
which led to the pervasiveness of· ties' planned use of error-prone rogu.tors sometimes sought his
sexual assaults," the report said punch-card ballots - the kind advice on What incentives might
Between 1993 and 2002, there used in Florida's rontroversial loosen the lips of prisoners, .Yee
made it clear that he wasn't in the
were 142 allegu.tions of sexual 2000 presidential election would disenfranchise some 40,000 business of infor:millg on his
assault.
Nearly 70 i)ercent of female voters when voters gu to the polls. charges. And apparently that was
cadets at the Air Fbrce Academy The ACLU argued that using the OK with Maj. Gen. Geoffrey D.
experienced sexual haraSsment, punch cards would violate the Miller, rommander of the task
nearly 19 percent were the victims Constitution's assurance that all force of 2,800 soldiers and civilof sexual assaults and 7 percent votes would be rounted equally. It ians who run Camp Delta at
were raped. according to a recent also oontended that the b8lloting Guantanamo.
"Gen. Miller has given me guidreport
by
the
Defense would violate the federal Voting
Department's inspector general's Rights Act, which bars voting dis- ance," Yee said in an interview
crimination on the basis of race.
last month. "He told me he never
office.
intends to use me in any way as
California Gov. Gray Davis outlaws
an intelligence source. Just as, in ·
Ifyou're a theology major in
Missouri, don't expect finandal aid . spam, threatens VIOiators with fines battle, the chaplain never carri~s
SACRAMENTO, Calif. - Gov. a weapon."
KANSAS CITY, Mo. - Warning .
But by the time Yee returned to
to Missouri college students plan- Gray Davis on Tuesday signed into
ning on majoring in theology or law a groundbreaking bill aimed at the United States two weeks ago
divinity: There's no need to apply banning unsolicited and often on a flight from Guantanamo Bay,
for st;l.te scholarship money. You offensive "spam" advertisements military authorities suspected he
from the online mailboxes of mil- had been doing just that - acting
can't bave it.
In Missouri it's against the law lions of California computer users. as an intelligence source - only
The measure, by Sen. Kevin for the other side.
to use state fundS for those two
Last weekend's news of Yee's
specific academic degrees. No Murray, a Democrat, makes it illesuch restrictions apply to other gal for spam marketers and their. arrest, followed by Tuesday's
advertisers to send e-mail to reports tbat an Air Force .translaacademic majors.
Californians,
unless the recipient tor at Camp Delta, Ahmad I. AlMissouri is one of 11 states prohibiting the use of state funds for specifically requests it or has a Halabi, had been chargro With
theology or divinity degrees. Two business relationship with the espionagB, and Wednesday's revelation that an unnamed member
other states are Washington - a advertisei; such as a bookseller.
Violators are subject to a fine of of the Navy assigned there was
lawsuit challenging tbat state's
law is tO be argued before the U.S. . $1,000 for each unsolicited mes- under investigation, has focused
Supreme Court tliis fall - and sage-and up to $1 million for blitz new and unwanted attention on
Michigfill. In July a federal judge campaigns in whic:\l hundreds of the prison complex, if only by
temporarily barred Michigu.n from thousands or even millions of . showing how easily even the most
enforcing its law in the case of unsolicited sales pitches fill eloo- cloistered location - a naval base
on a remote corner of Fidel
Teresa Beck.er, who lost her $2,300 tronic mailboxes.
Castro's Cuba-can springsecu- I
state scholarship once she
rity.leaks.
I
declaredhermajor to be theology. Judge blocks do-not-call list, says
At issue is ·whether qualified FTC overstepped its authority
· CHICAGO - Just days before Chocolate bombs
students are ooing discriminated
against when they are denied state Americans rould expect to eat out in luggage scans
If you plan on bringing back a
aid only because they are majoring· dinner without interruptions
an unwanted telephone pitch, ·a sample of mouth-watering
in theology.
"Students like Teresa should federal judge harlded a reprieve to Ghirardelli chorolate on your next
trip to San Francisco, make sure
be free to study the subjects they telemarketers.
U.S. District Court Judge Lee you put it in your carry-on lugwish to study without being penalized by the state simply because West of Oklahoma rule<\ that the gage.
The X-ray machines used by
they take religion seriously," said Federal Trade Commission had
Patrick Gillen of the Thomas More · overstepped its authority in set- the Transportation Security
.Law Centei; which is handling ting up a do-not-call list to protect Administration have a hard time
consumers from unwanted phone distinguishing between the orgM-Becker's case.
solicitations. The FfC said it will ic densities of certain foods and
. appeal the decision and asked the. explosives.
Appeals court rules recall
When your checked b~ is
court to hold off implementing its ·
election must proceed Oct 7
ruling.
scanned for explosives, screeners
WALNUT ,CREEK, Calif. The registry was to gu into manning the machines look for
California's gubernatorial recall
election must occur Oct. 7 as effect next Wednesday, and West's orangish splotches, which indischeduled. a federal appeals court decision appears to block tbat. cate the presence of organic comruled Tuesday, overturning an ear- But legal experts said the ruling pounds, such as C-4 or plastic
lier rourt order postponing the his- confused them,· noting tbat West explosive.
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Panel: Poor leadership facilitated
assaults at Air Force Academy

Zeta's 3rd Annual Crush Party

Tuesday, Sept 30th@ Devaney's Too@ u:oo
Adam Patrick
Anthony Ramano
Austin Abney
Ben Bolton
.Ben Hargraves
Bennett Hatch
Billy Bi:yson
Bobby Macinnes
Brad Ifill
Brad Maddock

Damon Red
Daniel Kvarnberg
Danny Mendoza
Danny Rodrigeuz
Dave Botero
Dave Mitchell
David R.aphan
Doug Funny-SCOtt

Brent·Fiezer
Brett Fingerhut:
.Brett Novek
Brian Council
Brian Ho.td
Brijm MeCree
. Brian Pelusso

Eddie SilV'a

Drew Wafters
Dustin Brown

Eric Kininonen
Eric Mereado
Freddy Arafat

·Brian Sandor ·
BtianSkoVille
Brian Slutsky
BryanAtkins
Bryan Graoino
Bryce Shrader
CarlKynoch
Chad Billante
'

Chad FeaSter
Chad GottlieJ>
Chad Wesby

Charlie Sheer
Chris Casconi
Chris GraJ)ino
Chris Welsch
Corey Craft

Garret Dunn
Gacy Thompson
Bryce Ropbins
Giolrene
Giovanni Conigliaro
Greg Foster
Greg.Knop
GuyErwin ·
Ian Koeteles

Ian Perez ·

. ·creating Value Through Strategic Leadership

.Master of S·cience:in Technology
and Innovation Management .
Florida's Training Ground/or Teclmo~gy Leaders

INFORMATION SESSION
Tuesday, September 30 • 5:30 p.m.
Vaughn Center Board Room, Ninth Floor
Meet F~culty • Preview ·c ourses •Tour Facilities

Joey Masterpietro
Joey Ramos
John Edwards ·
John Flinn
John Gentile
John .La7.arrO
John Putnoff
John Venditti
John Walsh
Johnny Matt;it:a
Jordan Stiencave
Josh Rottenberg
Josh Seamans
Juan Taugle
Justin Bray
Justin Brook
Justin Epstein

Justin Farrior
Justin Javier
Justin Rode
Justin Stines

J.C.Pike

Nate Gage
Nate Kalof
Nick Ascenzo
N'lCk Cato

Nick.Colangelo

Nick Hruda
Nick Phillips
Nick Seidule

Paul Webber
Pete Costello

Mark White
JeffRogers
Matt Deloach
Jeremy Shorkey - Matt Grahm
. Matt Haehl
Jiml.Reidy
Matt lltis
Joe Mac
Matt Lav,isky
JoePacine

JeffGum

Travis Williams

Tyler Tedrow ~
Pete La1.arro
Warren Cohen
Rafael Ortiz.
Will McComb
Ralf Lance
.Randy Clark
Rene Blanco **Invitation Only**
Rhett Rosen
lliehie Fruchi
Ricky Gier
Rob Gelhardt
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*Oo YOU HAVE ATICKET?
* NEEO TRAFFIC SCHOOL?
/

WE CAN HELP!!!
ONLINE COURSES, ANYTIME,
FAST HFUN!
STATE APPROVED

24/7!

aaa-s11-1112
www . f 1oridadr1ver . com

Approximately 19 million··
Americaa adults are affected
by Depression ·e.a ch year.
In other words? youre not alone.·

Those suffering from Depression may have the following symptoms:
[iJ fatigued C?r tired all the time

If. any of.these symptoms sound familiar, yo u may
qualify for a medical research study invo lving an
investigational medication. Call for immediate

D lacking in motivation
0 not enjoying activities as.much

evaluation. Eligible participants will receive a
co·m prehensive psychiatric evaluation and
compensation. _A ppointments always available.

[] feeling sad or irritable

COREN
RESEARCH

,

Sean Ieendell
Sean Osh

Kevin Hull
.Lance Shook

:$

'

Sal Goaltieti
Scott .Abbott
Scott Jordan

Kenny FI.oreo

R.S.V.P. (813l 258-7409

JOHN H. SYKES COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
BUILDING BUSJNESS LEADERS SIN~E 1931

Rycln Merck
Ryan Miller "
Ryan O'Rourke
Ryan OSJl
Ryan Rossi

SteveAndtade

E-mail: cobgrad@ut.edu •Web site: graduate.ut.edu
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RyanMatthews
Ryan Merck

Steve Meeosh
Terry Tullis

}fark Raines

J,:ason Valentine

Mike Minot
Mike Quaglia
Mike Smistrella
Mike Stuart

Paul lumbaurt
Paui McKensca

J;;ogan Pence

Jarrett Perry

Matt Levine
Robert Campolo
Matt Werner
Ryan Carman
Matt West
Ryan Fagan
Max Bigger
Ryan Hester
McClain Woosley Ryan Macintosh
M'Jchael Barnes Ryan Mackiewicz
Mike Ahearn
Ryan Marlor

Oren Falkowitz

Lee Hill

from

Master of Business Administration

CJ.arislt Petta~~

· The Following Gentlemen are invited to

understanding. inform i17g. improving lives.

ORLANDO 407-644-1165
LEESBURG 352-728-4646
ASK FOR EXT. 54
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Despite intet"est ill Clark, Dean
, is stiU top target.of catididates
Clark was not a real Deri:loetat the back, basically just leave
becausehe had voteq for Ronald Clark alone: Dean has more
,
Reagan. and Richard Nixon. But · pressing concerns right now. He
As the 10 Demqcratic pi:esi- many_analysts oolieve that Kerry needs to say thing'S in the debate
dential candidates prepare to and the others are more woITied. that can help him l;mild a broader
debate in New York City on about stopping Dean's .surprising- coalition - blacks, working-class
Thursday, the most compelling ly steady march ill. the early, pri- whites - beyond his base of
mystery is whether Wesley Clark mary states.
upscale whites and hberal elites."
will command the stage like·
·As Democratic strategist Anita
Clark's prime ain:i is to offer a
.Dwight Eisenhower - ·or crash Dunn, who is neutral in the presi- consistent, substantive message.
·and burn like Pete Dawkins, , dential
' race, , remarked He ·has stumbled thus far; last
. 1 (Remember him?)
.
Wednesday,· "First.you deal with week, he muddled his own anti~
· Eisenhower was the fabled the threat yotrknow, not the threat ,war position by saying that, as a
military hero who rescued the , you can't .assess yet."
hypothetical lawmaker, he "prol>leaderless
and , powerless
Despite a clumsy start to his ably'' would have backed
Republicans in the 1952 election. campfilgn, new polls show that President Bush's Jiiw. resolution
Dawkins wasthe retired brigadier Clark is the ·first choi~e of (the same stance that has· tied
gBneral and Vietnam War hero Democrats. nationwide. : But Kerry iii knots), and that earned
who was hailed as th~ next U.S. national :Polls don't matter at this him a rebuke from Deap. on · "
· ) se~ator from New Jersey back in point. What matter are the polls in Tuesday.
.,
1988 "X until he was trounced Qll Iowa and New Hampshire But Clark spoke clearly on
Eleetion Day, ~ wallet depleted. .· where Dean is on top, and Clark is Monday,. opposing Bush's unilat.and his ego bruised by the rough a blip - and the candidi:i,tes' eralism abroad, and Wednesday
financial reports for the, thfrd . he took his first pluhgB . into
political combat. r
'
Today's debate being qua.rter. They are expected. to domestic policy; declaring in a
.·shown ijve at 4 p.m. EDI' on CNBC showthatDeanhasrais~atleast speech that Bush's "masi;;ive taX
.) and -rerun five hours later on $20 million since July 1 - which cuts for the rich" Should be can"'
MSNBC "--- will be Glarl\.'s first . would b'e a rec0rd quarterly haul celed, with that money spent
· encounter · with the nine for ftllY Democrat, including · instead on job . creation, state
Democrats who have been slug- President Bill Clinton.>
financial aid, and homeland secu. ging it cmt since spring. And it is . So, for the less successful can- rity. He'll undoubtedly hit those
.widely believed that the retired. ' dictates, Dean is still the top tar- themes again Thursday.
Some Democrats say .it is
general ~d ·Vietnam War ·hero gBt. Each mainstfeam candidate
will need to i?how that he is more - Kerry, Connecticut Sen. Joe essential to confront Dean on
than tb.e flavor of the week, that he Lieberman, Missouri Rep. Dick Thursday: Because the presump- .
can keep cool and talk policy in Gephardt, North Carolina Sen. tive nominee will probably be
the·face of enemy fire.
John Ed.Ward.S,. F1orida Sen: Bob known by early March, "there is
WeekS will .pa.Ss before Graham - is ~gto become the scant time to derail him. Besides,
Democrats decide whether he's "not-Dean candidate," tp.e party they say, winningthe White House
the new Ike. In fact, . a differe~t establishment's electable alterna- requires guts and'l:Xlldness.
· But there are riskS. Nobody
comparison is more apt at the tive.
But now they must also eon- · wants to alienate the Dean
moment: He's the Democratic version of Arnold Schwarzenegger tend with ·Clark, because he too . diehards. who, after all, will be
- another high-profile novice . wants that role. Thum said, ''He's needed. a year from now when the
. 1 entering the game at the big- clearly th«;l candidate who is sup- nominee faces off against Bush.
league level, trying to learn on the . ported by the shadow government · Indee(l, cautious Democrats say,
fly, offering himself as the savior of h~re in Washington" - an allu- the best strategy Thursday is to
sion to all the top Clark aides who assail the president,'Who has been
a party starved for.victory.
And it's doubtful that the have close ties to Bill and Hillary I sliding in the national polls - takDemocratic candidates V\'.ho have · Clinton.
ing major hits on the economy,
been diminished by his entry will
, Pante " Scala,
a
New and trailing Clark arid Kerry in
pick many fight 'with him Hampswre political analyst, said separate heap-to-head polls.·
I
} 'l;'hursday. Clark •faces an impor- Wednesday:' "C¥u'khelps.De~, in
I•
Most significantly, the ini:leI.
tant audition, but it's Howard ·a way. Clark is a roadbldck for pendent "swing'' voters now give
Dean who still rul~s this race. It's those other geys. He' ma'.kes it Bush low marks for his handling
Dean, the ex-Vermont governor, tougher for theih to go one on one , of foreign polj.cy. At this moment of
rare political opportunity, the
who nray draw the most salvos witb Dean. ·
from the underdog'S. ·
"sO, in .the New York debate, Democrats on Thursday may ponTrue, Massachusetts Sen. expect to see Dean welcome CJ.i:µ-k der whether it is best to fire on
.) John Kerry charged Tuesday that to the race, verbally slap him on some of their oWn. '

DICKPOLMAN

Knight Ridder Newspapers (KRT)
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·
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Many public school graduates·
aren't college-ready, report says
require and demonstrates basic literacy
skills. Researchers used the least-demand-.
ing requirements to enter a' four-year colLess than half of the·nation's public high lege: four years of English, three years -of ·
school ·graduates have taken the classe~ math, two years of natural science, two
they need to enter the least selective four- years of social science and two years of a
,
year college, according to a receJ!tlY foreign language.
' Compare that with minimum graduation
· released study.
The picture is worse fo:r black students. requirements in Illinois -:- three years of
Fewer than one in five leaves public high ·language arts, two years of math, two years
school with the minimum courses required of social .science and one year of science, ·
for a four-yefLI' college, the study said.
among other courses.
.
•
.
' CHUCK KENNEDY I KRT
Missouri's minimum reqtiirements
The situation · illus.trates the t:jap
U.S. President George W. Bush speaks at the 58th Session of the General Assembly at the 4nited Nations in New York on Sept. 23. Le<iders from around the ~lobe are
between minimtlm graduation require- include only one more unit of science.
·attending the gathering ~~ere the 191 members of the .world body are stl'l!ggling to heal deep rifts caused by the war on Iraq.
. · .
.
· The discrepancy is why Schroeder says
ments in Missouri andIllinois and what stu1
dents need to.Kn.ow for maximum career she's taldng another look at whether
.
Madison High School offers adequate .
options.
The study; called Public High School courses for a college-bound student. in
Graduation and College Readiiless Rates in smaller schools, organizing schedules thf,l.t
the United . States, released by the ·allow students to take advanceo classes
RON HUTCHESON & WILLIAM DOUGLAS
· In his ·speech, Bush suggested that
Although Bush looked relaxed and
Manhattan Institute for Policy ·~search. can be.tricky, Schroeder said. Schools may'
· The group is a New York City-based think , need fo•alterp.ate the years they offer·cerKnight Ridder Newspapers (~RT)
the U:N. · role be limited to helping confident in front of the international
de'\lise a new constitution; overseeing audiertce1 his politic8f .Standing has
tank whose research has been used to sup- tain cl;:1Sses, so that students can fit in a colport school choice and vouchers.
lege preparatory slate of classes 0ver four
P:resident Bush ·on Tuesday asked elections and training civil serva11ts. He slipped coliSiderably since his last U.N.
·Preparation for college has become a years.
toi· the world's help in rebuilding Iraq. rejected requests for a speedy transfer visjt. A year ago, 70 percent of
critical issue because 70 percent of jobs in · ''You can do it, but it's more challengBut he made no concessions to get it, ofpowertotheiraqiGoverningCouncil, Americans said they approved of
the 21st century will require some postsec- ing," Schroeder said.
· .
and there was little indie&tion from an.interim.organization estaqlished by Bush's perforniance in office. Now, only .,_.
ondary education, said Quentin Wtlson,
Jay P. Greene; a ·semor· fellow for the·
other leaders .that they w;ere in a hurry U.S. officials as a first step toward Iraqi about half feel that way.
·
Missouri's cornmis,sioner of higher educa- Manhattan Institute, said one thing became
to grant it.
·
sovereignty.
Polls also show strong opposition to
tion. Wtlson said minorities, low7income clearfromthereport: ''.Anyoneinterestedin ·
.· In a speech to the United Nations
"This process must unfold aCci>rd- Bush'srequestforanadditional$87bil. students and students who are first in their improving minority representation in high- · · ·General Assembly; Bush was unapolo- ingto the ne~ of Iraqis~ neither hur- lion to help pay for operations in Iraq '
families to attend college are all'underrep- er education has to look at improving K-12
getic for going to war without a U.N. ried, nor delayed by the Wishes of other and Afghanistan. Poll ,results released
·
· ectucation.
.'
endorsement. "Let U$ move forward," parties," he said.
Tuesday by the nonpartisan Pew
resented in higher education.
About 42 percent of public higil school
' "Counseling students what courses to
· he said. "The nation of Iraq needs and
Near the back of the cavernou~ Research Center show that.~1 percent ~..
.students wb,o graduated ill 1999 went on tQ take could be a good idea,"·Greene said. "It
deserves our aid, and all ·nations of ·Chamber, a delegation of Iraqis led by of Americans think Bush should give up
· a four-year college, JlCCOrding to a 'might be a good idea to increase graduation
goodwill shoilld step forward and pro- .. Ahmed ChaJabi, a· former Iraqi exile some military control in .Lraq to the U.N.
Dep~ent of Education report. Twenty- requirements as a way to guide students. At
Vide that support."
who hopes to becpme the country's to get other c0untries to send ' more
It W!IB clear that bitterness still tin- leader, .clapped when Bush ,concluded troops: Nearly 60 percent said they are e
four percent went to two-year institutions the very least, high schools have to .make 1
available courses.needed to go o'n to a four'gered over Bush's Iraq policy a year · his remarks. Iranian delegates seated opposed to the funding request.
.and 8 percent attended a technical school.
after he told the tJ.N. that it risked irrel-' nex,t to them kept their hands ·on the
Critics said Bush's unwllfu:lgness to
Students and their parents need to know year college."
· Fixing.the prcibl~m will require closing
evancy if it failed to authorize ·the wat. desk or in their laps. ·
share power in Iraq ·could doom the
by sixth or seventh, grade the importance of
- the achievement gap l:ktweeli white and
U.N. Secretary General Kofi Annan
Other speaker8vented their frustra- effort to get more,foreign.assistance. . ""
taking strong core courses, WilSi:m said.
Sandra Schroeder, superintendent of the black students, providing adequate councriticized the U.S.-led 'invasion for tion with Bush's willingUess to wage
"I thjnk the.president lost an oppor~ ·
Madison schools, said a guidance counselor · seling and makillg students aware of what · encouraging "the lawless use of force" war without U.N. approval.
tunity. 1He. came before the-internationand principal .should watch whether .stu- is needed to be prepared to enter oolleg~, . · by other nations, while France and
"The war, embarked on without al. community and he could have made
Germany repeated their demands for · ·Security Council approval, has under- the case for more troops, 'for more e
dents take courses suited to their ability. said Howard Denson, publisher of the St.
While a ptincipal of a central Illinois school, Lauis Black Pages. He has worked to promore U.N. involvement.
mined the multilateral system," Chirac· resources. He , didn't do that," said
Response to Bush's 26-ininute said. "Inanopen'world,noonecanlive · Senate .Democratic Leader Tom
Schroedersaidshewitnessedmanyseniors mote academic .achievement and to ciose·
taking ceramics instead of advanced math . the aehievement gap. · ,
.
speech was polite but unenthusiastic. in isolation, ho one can act alone in the Da'.schle;
(!;
or science. "For students in their senior
· "It's a really good thing that we are takThe welcome for French Pnesident name of all, and no one can accept the
Some supporters , of Bush's policy
Jacques Chirac, who criticized U.S. pol- anflJ'clhy of a society without rules."
'al.So said the president's speech missed
year, there can be a 'time to play' mentali- ing a good·hard look at elementary and secty,",she said. "You have to change that mind- ondary education today and realizing that,
icy, was far warmer.
. · .
·
Bush and Chirac failed to resolVe . the mark "The president didn't suc.
in. this day and age, we·can do a iot better
The United States is seeking a their differences ill a prjvate meeting ceed in sho~g (that) the French plan -~1
set."
Researchers for the Manhattan Institute. job for all American children," De;nsoh said.
Security Council resolution that would later. Despite their .disagreem~nts, · didn.'t make much sens~," said Sen.
More information about the study is
encourage. more international aid to· Chirac assured Bu~h that he would not Joseph Biden1 D-Del But Biden said the
, define -a college-ready student as one who
has graduated from high school, taken cer-· available online at www.manhatta'.n-instiIraq. But Tuesday's debate indicated stand in ~he way of a U.N. resolution U.N. "isn't ready to do anything in tain high school courses that colleges tute.org.
little agreement on the U.S: -approach.
endorsing Bush's views. ·
.
Iraq."
'

CAROLYN BOWER &ALEXA AGUILAR
St. Louis Post-Dispatch (KRT)

.Bush:seeks more U.N..help in Iraq

1

If You Still Think A Laptop Computer Cost

lft!!!EJF5/~J%/l!li!!/ff!.!t#I.fli7.~¥Jr

Too Much Read This•••••

is Proud to Present Our Sponsor

.

UCI=" PC GM•11NG CLUB

\.

Fast·'Laptops Under $500
The number one reason why students
like laptops is that they are small and
take up little space. The second reason ·
is that they can take them to class and
the library when things get a little loud
at the dorms or frat houses. Fast, business class laptops are available with war. ranty tit great prices fro~ Lextel.
We provide reliable, off-lease, Fortune
500 laptop systems. We have a variety
of systems to choose'from, starting at just over $200. Call us for detai~.

Our faptaps·Are Delivered: ·
1 Completely cleaned & refurbished
2Wrth a 3Month Warranty
3 Returns honored up to 7 days
from receipt.

Visit our web-site and°learn
'
mare about this affordable
alternative. ·
'

http://lextel.affordablelaptops.coin.

''Spedal Packaged Offerings;, ior ·
just $499, ~'le suppDes last/

10%·0FFl

w/STUDENT ID OR WITH AD
CVAxles ·• .Air Conditioning
Full Auto Repair·• ·Free Inspection '
(w/no physicol'teordown) .

·

'

Lextel's Affordable Computers ·

Call us at 866-:304-8136

No Shots
• · No Dri11··
• No ·P ain
Newest Technology ·

2881 South Buinby Ave., ·
(407) 895-543~

EASl ORLANDO. / WATERFO_RD
12780.Waterford lakes Pkwy. ·
(407) 382-6455

•

•

Www.j~rko~ental.co,m . ,,;,' ~

SPECl~L

OFFER ·

· $155 (a $200 value)

J

· (Bio~aser =·Water Laser)'
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.

51·· Off
.

•
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·----------------------------------------~ !

Dr. Charl~s Arias.·D.D~S.' .

(Not valid with any other offer or
Insurance, New patients only.)
Expires: Octob~r 31, 2003 .1

316 N. Alofayo Trail, Suite 701 .

07~382.;612~
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In.Bu8i~ss and Finance

Health Insurers
Ease Rate Increases·

,

'..

Compa~e and Click

The top U.S. e-commerce Web sites in
,
.
.
.
August 2,003, ranked by unique visitors •.in ''
Xs companies continue· to shift , mil.lions: ..

)

more 'of thejr soaring medical costs
on to workers, they're also pushing
back against steeper increases irom
insurers and w1nning better tertns
· ·thanin years past.
The tougher negotiating stance
appears to be working, although' em-ployers still bemoan the big. jtimps in
insurance rates . .After six years' of
· ever-greatet premium jilmps; aver_age 2004 rate increa$es have slowed.
~
When health' insurers submitted 2004
proposaJs to companies this,spring,
premium-increases averaged 17.7%,
according to a survey of about 140
employers by benefits c:onsllltancy
Hewitt Associates. But by ·August,
employers had negotiated increases
down to 11.5% on average, co'mpared
with the 17% they settled.for a year
ago. 1
.
.
What is 'giving ,many employers
leverage is a moderation in medlcal.~
cost growth. Health-care inflation
' has been slowing since '1ate last year,
as new policies With hig.her co-payments .and deductibles have ciirbed
1
use of expensive drilgs and discour.
aged · elective hospital procedures.
The' arrival of over-the-co)lllter Claritin and generic versions of popular
medicines also have held costs down.
<

I

I

© 2003 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All ~ghts Res~rved.
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What's News·
.

' eBay
· Amazon -

Yahoo! ShoppingfllJAR 1s.1
Pea1Time l l l i11.9
Wal-M9rt Stores flll 9.2,.

.

•

Target8 7.6 ''
AOL Shopping l\il .5 .

7

Bizrate.com .

7.4

CD Price Cuts to Squeeze Retailefs

I

·Strategy by Universal
Pl.ays to Big Chains, ·
Hurts In<;lependerits

,,

Sear5 . 5.3
' MSNShop, pingjllf 4.9

.

'

.

'

. the suggested retail price by $6, from
$18.98 to $12.98. Universal. is also
ending cooperative advertising pay-

By ETHAN SMITH ·
rom 1990 uritil July,2002, the corner of East 86th Street
and Lexington Avenue in
·
Manhattan was home to
HMV Group PLC's flagship
store in the U.S., where music lovers could browse through tens
·of thousands of titles priced· a:t top
dollar. Now operating in tne same
36,000-square-foot retail space: Best
Buy, which, in addition to high-vol: '
urpe electronics, offers half as many
music titles as HMV at deep discounts.
, ·
· "That's a per.feet. illustration .of
what's been happening to the market," says Michael l':l'athanson, media analyst at Sanford C. Bernstein
&Co.

F

26.1

,..

I
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.

.their profit margins to as low as 10% . '~were roughly in line with U.niversal's
on CDs, and charg~ $9.99-'some30% market share, and they made
thing tl~ey've done in the past for'. sense for mass-.stores like Best Buy,
whose sale's typically reflect those of
the market overall. But indepeqdent
stores with their tradition of quirky·
hipnes~. were outraged at the notion.
Universal responded to their complaints by lowering its prime-posi. tioning requirement to around 27%of
total space, or 33% of the space used
to promote the major lab~ls ' releases. Universal· will retain the
right to <letermine which of its CDs
are promoted. Universal also modified the stickers it plans to place on CDs. They
'· won't advertise the new suggested
,retail . price, as the original plan·
called for, but wi'll instead make a
more general reference to the com. ,
short-term promoti0ns. Best Buy
pany's'new, lower prices.
·confirmed that it wou]d lower prices
Some sticking pGints · nemain,<
but declined to be specific.
however. With Universal apparently
,Best Buy and other big retailers
unwilling to negotiate, a few retail~
already account for more thaJ\ 33%of ' · ers have made noise about hiring
lairyers; or perhaps giving Univer~
sal CDs Siberia-like positioning.
11,n executive at Universal
An , executive at Universal
brushes the complaints aside. "I '-·
b·rushes aside some '
don't know how much of that is blusrl:tailers' complaints.
ter, · and how-much is people drag,
., "
, .
saying,, I don t know how
ging their feet about going jnto a
newworld," he says.
' · much of that is bluster,
I

ments, discount programs and other
mechanisms that have given retailers ,incentives to sell some CDs at
lower pr~ces.
· Given that retailer.s typically set
handsets with built-in cameras
world-wide ih the first half .of the
their own prices, the upshot won't be
year, compared with four million in
entirely apparent until the market itself determin.es what price t(lg the
the year-earlier peri0d, according' to Tipping'.
the. Balance
research firm Strategy Analytics. In
CDs will carry. But estimates are
.·
the same period, ship11.1ents of conThe surprise decision this month
coming in at the $11-$12 range, 'and
ventional digital ca!Jleras, the by Universal Music ·Group to' cut its
that favors big merchandisers like
· fastest-growing segment of the tradi- w)lolesale CD prices 25% .is likely tp' . Best Buy Co., Wal-M11rt Stores Inc.,
. tional camera market, doubled to 20 intensify the trend. As defaiJs
Kmart .Holding Corp., and Ta~get
emerge of.the pricing-policy change
Jni.Ilj.on.
,
Corp.
,
d hOw
" ' muc. h is
. peopl e
Making the Rent .
John Marmaduke chief execu- an
NEC Corp. and Matsushita Elec- by the wqrld's biggest record com'.
ti,ve of Hastings Ente;tainment Inc., . dragging their feet about
tric Industrial Co. of J,apan and Nokia pany, it has become cleat that the
Some retailers say they were es- ,
corp. of Finland were tile· top .three move-especfally if follqwed by othpecially irritated by the notion ·
which operates '147 stores in the . going into a new world."
suppliers of camera phones. Mobile- ers-will tip the retail balance even
floated by Universal Music Chair:
West, , estimates that for full:price - - - - - -·- - - - - phone service providers are subsidiz- further away from already strugstores in shopping malls, profit marman ·Doug MQrris at the time of the
ing th,e retail price of,camera phones gling speciaJ,ty music retal!ers. · , gins,will,plunge to less than 29%from
music sales;.. up from 27% five years
original announcement that retail·KaZaA Creators
·
in the hope that they will be used fo
Universal has pushed reta:ilers to · ·around 44%.
ago, according to Nielsen Squnders could still make money by selling
send
lots
'
o
f
pictures
across
their
nef
agree
'
quickly'
.
to
its
new
pricing
Jndependent
record
stores, too,
Scan. "The·music business is never CDs for under $10. "How are we sup·Connect to Phones
works, generating additional service terms and, according to a source
will feel the 'pain. Many rely on used
posed to pay our rent making 90
going to be a supremely profit1J.ble
The creators of popular,music filerevenues.
close to the negotiatio~s, the vast , CDs to boost their bottom lines, says
enterprise for Best Buy," 'says
cents on a CD?" ·griped a small store
' sharing software KaZaA have •
. majority b,ave done so. The comMatthew Fassler, a' retail analyst at · owner. Some are also miffed that
Mike Dreese, GEO of Newbury
launched a Web site offering software
pany, a unit of v!ve11di Vniversal SA,
Comics Inc., which operates 24 muGoldman Sachs. "But a level piaying . consumers may have been confused
I'd Like a'Smile "
that allows users to make fr~e phone 1
initially wants only a verbaI cQmmitfield at a lower' level of profitability
sic stores in the Northeast. But lower
into thinking all CDs would now cost
, calls to each other over the Internet.
ment, btit it has told holdouts that if• prices on new CDs will dti,ve down
With That, Please
for everybody ·would probably· inthat little, including those not dis- ' .
Called · Skype, the software alused-CD ptices.·
·
·
they fail to agree soon, the prices
'tributed by Universal. "They don't
crease Best Buy's market share."
·
Friendly
servi,ce
is
what
keeps
a
.ready 'has 200,000 registered users
' Universal has·moved to allay one
Big-box retailers have more pric)\now the labels:" says Joe Nardone
restaurant's patrons coming back, they are charged for CDs won't drop
since a test version was made availuntil the end of the year at the earliing 'flexibility and · already low:ball
copcern about its new pricing pfan.
Jr., owner of the· 11-store Gallery of
not
its
latest"
sandwich
or
special,
·
est.
·
able two weeks.ago, according to the ·
their CJ?s to di-aw customers to bigOriginally,. certain conditions were . Sound chain in Pennsylvania. "They
deal, a new study contends.
Web site. whlle ma'.j{ing free phone
-The new pricing structure will
ger-ticket
items.
Analysts
estimate
·set
in order for retailers to receive
just'want to see the CDs for $10."
The study; also said '"well-balcalls over the Iriternet has' existed for , anced,
that CDs account for between 5%and
the new prices. Among them: Stores . Nonetheless, :1'4r. Nardone agrees
nutritious meal choices are . squeeze margins for Universal, but
several· years; , ~kype's use.r base is
20%of Best Buy's s·a1es, but that theor
woUid be obliged to give 25% of bin
the policy is a gpod one in its broa~ .
not what customers' are 109king for it will. squeeze them even more for
growing quickly and.the service inay
retailers. While Uijiversal is dropdraw as many as 5G% of the store's
strokes. "These are desperate ·
space and 33% of "prime" spacewhen
they
chbose
a
McDonald's
or
·behefjt from its association with ·r Taco Bell."
ping its wholesale price by just over ·customers. There is ·widespread
kiosks, displays and the like-to Unitimes," htl says. "They're·gambling,
KaZaA,· whose file-sharing software
£peculation that big boxers may drop
versal products. Those numbers
~nd we:re gambling-."
·
- That may give some of the biggest $3, from $12.12 to $9.09, it is lowering
is 1we.ll-known and !;las been downfast-food cbains pause even as they
loaded more than 270 million times.
seek to make their menus more '·'
Market observers say chel!-p or
healthful. Only last week .Burger
free calls over the Internet may driye
King Corp. introduced three low-fat
I'
phone-call prices down further. Inchicken. sandwiches, while McDon' stant · messaging already enjoys
ald's Corp. said it is testing an adult
great popularity and is cutting into
· traditional phone-line revenue. The . Happy· Meal that features a salad,
water, exercise booklet and pedomemove away from traditional phones is
ter to encourage walkirig. ·
'
expected to accelerate with the use of
When it comes to good service,
high~speed Internet access lines.
fast-CjiSUal cp.ains such as Panera
Skype•can't be1 m;ed to call existBread Co. and Boston Market, a unit
ing Iandline or wireless numb~rs. But
McDonald's, .easily outperform tt~e
a. spokesman 1.recently said the com- . of
traditional quick~service restau,
"pany plans to launch a service within
'f
rants, or QSRs; the study by NFO · '
six ·months to allow people to 'make
By :Rur-WING TAM
WorldGr,oup· found. ~'An outrageous
calls over Skype. using their tradiof QSR customers claim
tional phoRes. Skype intends lq make , one-third
n the .wake of the havoc. caused
dissatisfaction with several aspects·
money . by selling addition~) teleby the Blaster worm and SoBig
of their dining experience," starting .
' phone services to users, such as voice
virus
last month, .chief informawith !competent, friendly service,
mail, the spokesman said. Phone
tion · officers and others in the
NFO WorldGroup foupd. , ·
· calls will remain free.
tech industry are waking up to
, The top-scoring chains among ,
other potentially more damaging
those
surveyed
were
Panera
B.
r
ead,
NYSE Delays
security risks, such a,s' a day-zero at.
,,.
.
. .
followed by Subway. Wendy's led the tack.
..
hamburger
chains
mentioped.
.
Plan for Change
While most tech Viruses and
\f\!e've added over 250,000 brand new. scholars~ips·
Odds
&
.
Ends
·
1
worms
take advarttagf) of vU!nerabiliThe New York Stock 'Exchange is
.
ties that a software maker has already
and • reva.
m ped\ our entire ·s·•i te to give• you
expected to delay the release of its
·' State ·~pending on the MediCSJ.id written a pq.tch for, a day-zero attack
J
'
·corporate-governance·overhaul in ort
,
·
.
program for the poor slowed for the~ occurs when a sophisticated hacker
der to give new interim CEO John . first time in seven-years as state gov- exploits. flaw that the 'software
more
accurate
sear'
c
h
results!
Reed time to review the report. Mr.
erniTI.ents continued t.o cul' coverage, maker doesn't yet know about.
Reed, the former Citigroup Inc.
.
tighten eligibility and reduce pay- /
This groWing concemis good news
chairman, was named interim chairments to physicians 1!Ild hospitals. :.. f0f MiCrosoft rivals such as Apple
man ahd chief executive of.the NYSE
1
· on Suriday, following the forced resig- l Californi(l Gov. Gray Davis signed Computer -Inc., Sun Micros)lstems
the nation's toughest antispam law, Inc. ana.Lindows.com foe. According
n,ationof.Chairinan Dick Grasso.
prohibits · marketer$ from . to Symantec Corp., which makes aff ·
' NYSE direCtors, under pressure' wll.ich
sending unsolicited commercial e- · tivirus. software, more than 4,000 · ·
froni regulators, institiltional inmail from Californi'a·or to California viruses and other forms of malicious. ·
vestors and NYSE membership-seat
teside~ts. The law' goes into effect ' · code have been launched against Winholders. to improve the Big Board's
Jan. 1 and could have major ramifi- · dows so far this year. Yet there have ·
corporate_governance, are preparing
cations for antisparn proposals being been no viruses or worms unleashed
•to prop9se sweeping changes to b,o;w / ., considere<;l in Congress and , other ·against Apple's Macjntosh operating
the exchange's board opera,tes.
states.
·
· ,.
system since 2001. And just 11 inci- ·
· By Jay Hersh':~
dents of malicious code have been
-----------recorded this year against the Unix
Camera Phone~
How to contact us:
operating system and the incri;JasCampus Edition@y;sj.com
Pass Milestone · .
ingly popular Liriux, 11 free operating
. "
. f
'
system that is cfescended from Unix.
. GlobaJ ~ales of cellphones with
At GMAC Commercial Mortga:ge
AT
·COLLEGEJOURNAL.COM
·built-iii cameras surp;issed sales of
Corp.;
Chief ~nformation Officer Niraj
• Business schools try harder to.emconventional digital cameras fn .the
. Patel introduced. 200 non-Windows
first half of 2003, a milestone in the phasize ethics in tlleir .curricula:
desktop computers earlier this year.
mobile-phone industry's drive to cap- , • How to sell yourself to: an emThe PCs use software from' VMware
ture a chUflk of the photography mar- ployer-.and earn job offe~s in ;i'dowh
Inc. that isolates operating ~ystems
ket, research shows.
economy.
from the hardware, .and can allow
Driven by surging demand in
them to run bbth Linux and Windows.
·Japan and · South Korea, mobile-· • · Three seniors share their job'Tm happy with Windows for general
.phone mak€rs -shipped 25 'million ' search plans for the. next year.
use," he says. "But for business.-criti'
cal ·sihiatlons, it makes sense to have
diverse operating systems."
·
Indeed, it cost companies an average $81,000 'each to recover from a
Virus attack in 2002, up from $69,000 a
year ~arlier, according to a survey by
·ICSALabs.
Still, there's.no groundswell so far ;
of companies moving.to non-Windows
o:r,erating systems as a protection. International Data Corp. forecasts Windows will retain its more than !JO%
www.ucfnews.com/scholarships
market snare of desktop operating
systems through at I~ast 2007. Any
movement away from Windows would
Be successful in class and your career ~ith The Wall Street Journal - in print. and oqline.
ci+t only,o'ne or two percentage points
froni Microsoft's1ead, IDC projects. '
Subscribe today! vfsit subscribe.wsj.cqm/student or can 1-800-975-8602.
And moving to ii different operating system may not pe a: safe harbor
for long. Any alternate operating system that starts becoming popular is
likely to· soon become a target for
virus-writers as ":'eJ1"
·

Source: Nielsen/NetRaiings
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·Virus·Fear·
Aids.Rivals'.
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Senior Staff Writer

Jilind mtt what's worth ymtr
time when ymt're out of class. ·

Dcm't.stay home - GET OUT!

Thursday, Sept. 25

.

A group of young, .California·
punks playing guitars - what more
9ould a girl ask for? Rufio comes to
The Social tonight bringing their Southern California sound to down- .
town Orlando. Despite the fact' that
the oldest member of the group is 19,
the quartet ' has
been touring and
just finished their
first _fu).1-length
recording. Their
m:ix of hardened .
E;imo-core and 90s '
postcpunk is sure
to get the guys
·MATT HEDGECOCK
moving
too.
Staff Writer
Motion
City ·
Soundtrack, Th~
Scarlett O'Hare is eight months old,
Fight
and
Northstar will also perform their . ' .. weighs ,one pound and lives on campus.
. She's affectionat'e, warm, quiet and
original ·punk sets. The show starts
playful. Her cage, however, is slipped
at 7 p.m. and tickets'ar~ $10. 407-246tinder a bed while her 0wner i~ away,
1599.
keeping her safe from the ~rying eyes of
a cleaning crew or resident assistant.
Friday, Sept.26
The secrecy is necessary because
Last night I had this dream that all
my teeth fell .out while I was flying
through th,e air with Brad Pitt. ·And
then this horse came along and he
had a message for ;ne.
Ev~r had one ·Of those dreams?
Well, OK1 that one was really weird,
.
.
•.
but what does it mean?'It might mean
I need therapy, but if dreams really
are the windows to our uµconscious
desires, then we need to interpret
them. Borders Books & fylusic in.
· Wmter Park is hosting a free discussion on dream interpretation Friday.
· The Orlando Dream Lab will give
examples, meanings and a little
··insight into the most · complex
dreams. The free event begins at 7:30
p.m. No matter how hot Brad looks in
your dream tonight, try not·to sleep '
through this event. 407-647-330.

Scarl~tt and her kind aren't allowed on loneliness.
Scarlett's
owner, · According to the· UCF Community
Living Guide, students in possession of
campus.
"Elizabeth," is one of fb.ose people.~
Scarlett is a rabbit.
A friend of Elizabeth's· successfully a pet, other than fish in a tank of less.
Fbr -animal fovers liVing on campus, smuggled a rabbit into her apartment than 15 gallons in size, will face_·a $25
UCF's strict terms and conditions .'complex. "SJ:ie convin~d me" to do thia · penalty, as well as possible contract termination in extreme cases. 'Naturally,
regarding ·pets are disheartening, but same, Elizatieth said.
·
not surprising. Very few ap'a rtment com- · _1 Indeed, it is not always difficult· to the pet can no longer remain in · the
plexes allow pets, other than fish, which sneak pets and other contraband items apartment. The consequences, however,
are not known for ·being particularly into the. dormsO, but students who ar13 do :µ_ltle to discourage animal lovers. .
affectionate. .AS a reslllt, some students caught doing so can face major penalPlEASESEE BANNED ON A12
opt to break the rules in order ease the " ties.
·
·

Cheap pets to students:
1

·_ ·

·

· ' •

ERIC STEVENSON I CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

Even though most. apartm~nt .
complexes around UCF don't allow
animals, that doesn't stop, some residents. Now, I am nof advo~ating
breakillg the.rules, but if you're look- .
ing to be a rebel and talce home a special critter of your OWfi, head down to
PetSMart in Waterford Lakes on
. Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 2 p:m. The
store hosts a pet ad.option each-weekend with plenty of ·cute, cuddly animals looking for a home. ·After theadoption, all you need is a name for
your n{fw bE)st 'friend. 407-658-7710 '

'Sunday, Sept. 28
To go or not to go, that is the ques-·
tion. Orlando has a center completely
devoted to the most famous bard of '
all time: William Shakespeare: T,he
Lowndes Shakespeare Center on
'E ast Rollins Street hosts art exhibits
and classic Shakespearean plays.
Currently, the 9enter has a south-·
em folk art exhibit .o n showcase
called "Love · Conquers AlF .The .
exhibit features' art of all types during Weekday~ until Oct.JO.
Also on the center's schedule are
performances of Edmond Rostand's
comedic drama "Cyrano de
Bergerac"
by , Orlando-UCF
Shakespeare actors. The shows.continue through Oct. 12, Wednesday ·
through Sunday in the Margeson
Theater. 407-447-1700.

Monday, Sept. 29

I

.

. ·· ·

So you're over' 18 and ha'.ve voting .
privileges, but because you are away
from home, voting isn't much of an
option. There is that whole absentee
ballot thing, but who wants to go.
through the hassle? Plus, who knows
the . people running for. office back
.home? Now, SGA Senate elections
are a 'different story.·You 6an easily
vote online at POLARIS, and the candidates ate your peers. Senate eleetions begin today and run through
Oct. 1. Exercise your right to vote and
be heard: Hey, might as well start
sometime.

need love too'

MATT HEDGECOCK ·
StaffWriter

Betta fish, also known as Siamese Fighting fish, are an easy-to-take-care-of alternative to regular aquarium
dwelling critters. Bettas require little attention and maintenance and usually liv~ two or three years.

Saturday,Sept.27

~We

Dave MatthCws launchCs

solo ·debut with

'Devil~

Most people enjoy having pets.
They're cute_, cuddly and provid~
unconditional love ,and1 companionship. Most people, nowever, don't like
,taking care of pets. They're finicky;
expensive, and have no ·compunctions
about staining,even the most exquisite
Persian rug.
·
I Fbr most college students, living in
an apartment means having a landlord
that won't allow the cutest, most obedient pet. So where do college students
go to get their.compani,onship?
'·
Fbrtunately, there are a number of
options for students burdened by tight
wallets/and tight rules. While p_early,all
apartment complexes {or~id dogs,
cats, birds and the like, many make·
allowances f~r pets· kept ·in ~ages or·
aquariums, and it is a foftunate coincidence that caged pets are often cheaper thani their free-range associates in
the animal kingdom.
,
Here are a: few examples of low- '
cost, low-maintenance pets to fill the
void.in y~ur soul:

Sea rn1onkeys and ant farms ·
As far as cost goes, it doesn't get
much cheaper than sea monkeys or
· ant farms. A good setup for e\ther can
be found for $10 or le1:1s, with tbe only
possible extra expense being shipping
charges for eXtra ants. Taking ants c...
from the outside and putting them in
the tank will result in carnage and
death.
The obvious drawback is that the
excitement of these creatures is proportionate to the price. Watching brin~
shrimp swim and ant1 dig ·around is
only exciting for so long, and handlillg
e'ither species is definitely n.ot reco:rnmende_d.

'
Male betta (Siamese
fighting fish)
Fish are almost universally allowed
in apartment l complexes, but . many ..
species are' very difficult ·and expensive to dare for. Male bettas, however,.
are extr~meiy .easy to take care of.
They require only a small, unfiltered
tank, daily food. ~d water purifying
PLEASESEE

SCORPIONS ON A12

.Curtain·r.ises on 'Misalliance'·

the Dave Matthews Band, they will
almost certainly be disappointed. "Some
· DeVll" employs a less explosive, more
With the release .of his solo CD, Dave relaxed , approach than the average
Matthews has strayed from the comfort- Dave Matthews Band album. But there's
able, lucrative arms oJ his band. "Some · .no doubt that any fan of the band will be .
Devil," which spells "liv:e demos" back- pleased with Matthews' solo venture.
.
ward, was released on Tuesday, Sept. 23
The 1 acoustic sounds and lyrical
on RCA records.
·'·
both refres~
genius in this album
Among the many musicia.Ils a,ccom- and elevating. "Grey Blue Eyes" shows
panying Matthe-WS on "Some Devil" are signs of Matthews' South African' roots,
Phish guitarist Trey Anastasio and gui- demonstrated by·the flow of the music
tarist Tim Reynolds, a longtime and use of vo'Cals,
"'Oh" has a blissful atmosphere with
Matthews cohort. Bassist Tony Hall and
drummer Brady Blade Jr. also appear carefrOO lyrics like, ·~r love you oh so well,
on·the album, which was produOOd by · like a kid likes candy and fresh snow." · ·
Stephen Harris.
_
"Graved:iggBr," the first singie off_the . "Some Devil" co,nsists of previously solo album, is an 'intense compilation of
unreleased material except for two words: "Gravedigger when you dig my
tracks.
The . '' two
songs
are grave, could you-make it shallow so that
''.Gravedigger," a recent addition to Dave J can feel the rain." hdhis song, Dave
Matthews Band Uve shows, and ''.An' discloses the harsh truth about death
Another Thing," an evolved v~rsion of and th~ last doorway. In the song he
"Little Thing," which appeared on · reveals the dates on the tombstones of
. Matthews' "Live At Luther. College" three characters. The rurµor is that this
is a·tribute to Matthews' sister who was
,release.
.
If listeners pick u:p ~his n~ release murdered in 1992.
Some may compare 'this album ~th
ffiWOOting th~ same energy and style_ of
the many made by the Dave Matthews
Band, but doing so is unfair tO.the album ·
and the artist. "Some Devil" is very different from the band's past albums, and
in this Cl,IBe, the difference is a good

VANESSA PASTORE
StaffWriter

are

thing.

For those fans that question whether ·
Matthews Wm return to the studio with
his band, fear not; this sabbatical is duly
temporary. 'According to an interview
with M'IV2, Matthe-WS said, "I had a few
songs that never really had a place with
the band, so during a break I decided to
go ,into the studio to see what might
·_ develop .. . It doesn't mean I'm not dying
to get with the band again . . . I miss
Cover of newly-released Dave Matthews' solo CD titled
"Sorrie Devil" which features new and old tracks.
· them."

COURTESY UCFCONSERVATORY THEATRE

"Misalliance" is a provocative comedy by Be'rnard-Shaw telling the story of love and marriage. Staring Heather
Friedman (Hypatia) and Toby S. Pruett (Mr. Tarleton), it opens tonight.at the UCF Th~atre and continues through •
. Oct. 5. General admission is $10,student price is $6. (all 407-823-1500 for more information.·
,
'
.

'
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are to st~etch the targeted muscles daily and to practice better
stress management skills, such
Many students wonder why as spreading out studying and
they're feeling stiff and sore, homework and not exerting the
even though they may not have body with various activities. But
.done much strenuous physical if .those methods are still not
activity. They also may notice enough, and pain is still' presthat their muscles hurt while ent, mass'age is another popul~
• they are going through a partic- option for relief.
ularly stressful time. '
. Toro is one of five massage
Backaches, muscle eranips, therapists working. at UCF.
stiff necks and headaches are She's been a licensed massage
often accepted as a normal.part therapist for two years now and
o'f college life. But what if this is adamant that massages are
physical and ~en~al' tension beneficial for re~evirig stress .
could be isolated
and its related ·
and reduced?
symptoms.
Relief. can· be
"There is
found \in .the
definitely less
hands of others,
stress [after a
pa:dicularly the
massage],"
'·
massage theraTo,ro.
says.
pists at tti_e UCF
Toro also lists
Wellnes's Centei:
better sleep- ·
.. ''.Absolutely, ' ing
habits,
*"school is related '
less
·to muscle tenhead~ches
sion,'.'. · says
and a shorter
Elizabeth Toro,
recovery peria massage therod for injuries
apist who has
' - JENNIFER SMITH
as some of the
SOP,HOMORE
· "Qeen working at
many benefits
-·the . . UCF
of, massage.
Wellness Center
Toro also
r for over a year. Toro says that _says that massages are not for
: school-rela:ted stress· is most everyone. "Some people love it ·
' apparent during the first couple and other people are just OK
of weeks of school and then ·with it," she explains. ,"It's a
'·agfiln when finals come ·around. personal choice." Toro does
·Many students seek massage suggest that if the muscle ten''during these exceptionaJ.J.y ·sion does not go away after tryASHLEYROBERTSONI CENTRAL FLORIDA FllTURE
stressful times. ·
ing other methods, massage is Elizabeth Toro, a massage therapist at the Wellness Center, relieves
tension fro.mChad Kramer, a
.,. It's been proven that when worth a shot.
aiminal justice major. Most students don't realize how affordable on-campus massages can be.
"-people have a stressful day,
Massages can be very pr~cey,
their' bodies r elease a greater which can be a problem for col- and that they offer hour-long · dents want a massage they·
number of stress hormones; lege students; who are usually massages at ah affordable rate. . should book their appointments
which causes tension in the · on a budget •that do.es not It's only $30 for a massage ses- about two weeks in advance.
·muscles.. rtie bulk of this teh- include luxuries like a massage. sion, which ·is cheaper than She also says .to note tJ:~.at the
sion is usually felt in the .neck "If I could afford it, I would defi- ma1>sage parlors off campus, center's busiest times are the
and Shoulders. Also, if a lot of niteiy get a mas~age every whez:e rates range from $45 to first couple weeks of school, and
r iime is spent on the computer, a
week," said sophom~re Jennifer $75 for the same service.
. .during finals. If students would
., person may experience stiff- Smith, 19, an art major who .
UCF's · massage .therapy like to book an appointment.
,'iiess and· pain in the forearms occasionally ~eriences mus- offices are located . in the around those times, they should
"as well. Stress headaches may cle tension ·c aused y stress.
. Well.n:ess Genter, which is on the ·do so about a month in advance.
r
'
- also occur.
What inost students do not lower level of the Recreation
To make an appointment,
~ ':. A couple of ways to prev~nt know is that UCF I does have and Wellness Center.
·
call the Wellness Center at ·407· ; muscle tension caused by stress massage therapists on campus,
Toro suggests that if stu- 823-5841.
. ..,,

AMY<ASSELL
Staff Writer
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lntHeSurnmerSweepstakes.·

.. .E~teP onlineon myWebSiteor call me

Q· -.
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TI>'SPfm IA lW ftWEJ

CALL ME if you don't see 'Thank. You' confirmation page
after entering. No purchase necessary. Must be . ·

18 years of aqe or- older. ©2003Mary Kay Ire..

JENNIFER HASSANI
~

l

·, Chicken Vegetable
Soup .
or
Small Salad
or
Crab Ball
J

,.

CHOICE OF ONE:

"shrimp Curey over Pasta
or
~tir-fried 1 Chicken w/ Ginger

or
Salmon Triple
· Flavor Sauce

w/

863 N. Alafaya Trail

Waterford Lakes.Town Center

407-382-8201

I

KEGS
10
GO
·Domestic ",mported
Budweiser
~oors lite:• Bud Lite
•Miller Life'• Ice House & ,

MARY KAY®

.rfrom head to· toe, get soft, glowing, look-ati:ne skin. Velocity® skin care is the quick,· eas~
way to a bea·utiful complexion. And VelocitY,
body care helps rev you up. Perfect for your
busy, on-~he-go life. Call or ~mail me tO try
Velocity~ skin ca~e and color products Fr~
today! Great for men too!

. .$. ' ·1 ·:o·oo·

CHOICE OF ONE:

INDEPENDENT BEAt:JTY CONSL,ILTANT

Shop 2417 at www. marykay.com/jhassani
40_7.281.9918 jhassani@mcirykay.com
Mention tbis ail for a 15% dlsco~nt off your 1st order

Dine In or Drive Thru
1/3 Lb. - 100% Black Angus Burgers·
. 6 Different Charbroiled Chicken
Sandwiches • Baked P.otatoes • Salads
Hand Dipped Milkshakes

UCF Sbldents &FacullV Slll OFF
anv COlbO.w/valid UCF ID . .
VOTED BEST BURGER · ~~

2~':.?rkcfi~fo~3

Look for out new late hours

!A:Na&~
~/

We Acc;ept Visa, Master Card, American Express & Discover

11556 Univer sity Boulevard
407-736-0040 '

BEST WAY BEVERAGE MART
Corner of University & De~n Rd.; Next t; Duffy's Subs

407-678-4443 .
Hours: Mon. - SuQ. l1 am - 2am . .·

#606511

TAKE

#249840

. SIGN & DRIVE

SS,_$29
ott 5 249**..
OFF
. · MONTH ·

TAKE ·

NO MONEY DOWN

S289*

$4L2FF6 . ott
0
MONTH

' Plus ta1, tag &title, 72 months, 455% APR, 760 Beacon Score required.,AJI payments and di~ounts off include all incentives &assistance to dealer. ·~36 month closed-end
lease, 12K miles per -year, 20< per mile thereafier. 760 Beacon Scorerequired. All incentives assigned to dealer. W.A.C Not all customers will qualify.

2Dr, Auto, A/C, P/L, P/W, Tiit,
Cruise, Stereo, co; #213743

s1·1,988

2Dr, 5Spd, A/C, P/L, P/W, Tilt,
Cruise, Cass, CD; T·Topt #591258

4Dr, Auto, A/C, P/L, P , Tilt,
Cruise, Cass, #827095

·,· ~1 . 1,988

2!>r, Auto, A/C, P/L, P/W, Tilt,
Cruise, Cass, #571497

s121988

4Dt Auto, A/C, P/L, P/W, Tilt,
Cruise, CD, #201772 ·

2Dr, Auto, A/C, P/L, P/W, Tilt,
Cruise, CD, #198907

·$14,988 $14,988''

$14,988

· 2Di, Auto, A/C, P/L, P/W, Tilt, .Cruise,
Siereo, CD, 11,587 Miles, #170863

$1·6,988

4Dr, Auto, A/C, P/L, P/W, Tilt,
Cruise, Cass, # 119663

2Dr, Auto, A/C, P/W, Tilt, .
Cruise, Cass, CD, #071749

4Dr, Auto, A/C, P/L, P/W, Tilt,
Stereo, Cl) #141847

s-1-6,988 s··1-6,988 ·$16,988
· '03 DODGE •
QUADRAMSLT

4Dr, Auto, A/C, P/L, P/W, Tilt,
Cruise, CD, #379352

$19,9~8

4Dr, Auto, A/C, P/L, P/W, Tiit,
Cruise, Stereo, CD, #Cl 0965

4D~ Auto, A/C, P/l/W, nit, Cruise, Stereo,
Coss., CD, V-81 6,2·00 Miles, #3~7086

s20,.988

.23,988

$'

.

,.
'
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4Dr, Auto, A/C, Stereo, Cass,
. #410273

$7I -988
.

-ADr, Auto, A/C, Tilt, CD,
#628276

4Dr, Auto, A/C, Stereo, ·.
#108182

$7,988

$8,988

'01 fORD

# 597021

MUSTANG

TAKE

$
,

SIGN & DRIVE

TAKE

96
O~ 2 .2 9** ·. ,3, 80
OFF ·
MONTH
.OFF

l

NO MONEY D.OWN
OR

,

111*

MONTH

'Plus tax, tog &ti!le, 72 months, 4.55% APR, 760 Beacon S<ore required. All p-0ymen~ and discounts off include oil.incentives &ossistonre to dealer. "36 month dosed.end
lease, 12K miles per year, 20( per mi~ thereafter. 760 Beacon Score required. All incentives assigned to dealer. W.A.C. Not all customers will qualify.

2Dr, Auto, A/C, P/L; P/W, Tilt,
Cruise, Stereo; (ass/CD, #074598

4Dr, Auto, A/C, P/L, P/W, Tilt, Cruise,
Stereo, Cass/CD, lf'J 90 J20A

4Dr, Auto, A/C, P/W, Stereo,
Coss, #157680

4Dr, Auto, A/C, Stereo, .~ass,
.• #160886

$
.
.s10
988
. 10,988 sio,988 $10,988
.
I
'02 CHRYSLER

PT CRUISER

4Dr, Auto, A/C, P/l, P/W, Tilt,
(ruise, Stereo, Cass #142895
t

2Dr, 5Spd, A(C; P/L, P/W, Tilt,
· Cruise, Stereo, Cass/CD, # 143660

4Dr, Auto, A/C,
P/L, #543332

$12,988

~12,988

'00 JEEP GRAND ,

'00 IEIP GRAND

CHEROKEE .

CHIROKEI

. SIGN & DRIVE

6, 'oFF
789. '$MONTH
299**

~l0,988

s10 988
, .

TAKE

4J)r, Auto, A/C, P/L, P/W, Tilt,
Cruise, Stereo, CD, #167300

OR

#000273

$4f I t
I

SIGN
& D.RIVE

.-

Imo.

t4B month dose~-end lease. 12K miles per year, 20( per mile thereafter. 760 Beacon score required. All incentives assigned to dealer, with approved credit.
Not all customers will qualify. ..36 month dosed-end lease, 12K miles per year, 20( per mile thereafter.
'·
· 760 Beacon Score required. All incentives assigned to dealer. W.A.C. Not all customers will qualify.

4Dr, ulo, A/C, P/W, Tilt, Cruise,
Stereo, Coss/CD, #571640

$13,988
'03 CHRYSLIR
. PT CIQISll. .

Auto, 2Dr, A/C, P/L, P/W, Tilt,
Cruise, Stereo/Cass, #250233

16,988

#217437

#7270B7

.. ·TAKE
•

N~N~~\\1f .
T~K~
..

OR~

..

MONTH

1

·

FF

N~N~Yl!f

OR~
MONTH

'Pluslox, tog &title, 72 months, 4.55% APR, 760 Beacon S<ore required. All payments and discounts off include all ill{entives &assistance to dealer.

North Hwy. 17·92 in LONGWOOD

. (407)

29~-0000
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B.anned critters
cause problems
'

.

· FROM A8 . ·

ta:in bacteria that is harmful to
.people. Also, a.nllnals can cause
"The only thing I'm worried excess noise; though this reaabout is if she.gets taken away;" son is not usually an issue since
. Elizabeth .said. "I don't care most students choose pets that
are relatively quiet to avoid
.
about the fine:"
It is not known how many being caught. Dqgs and parrots
students· on campus own ani- aren't very prevalent on ·cammals, but the Housillg pus.
"I .don't think [the ban on
Administration handles, on
·average, three cases each pets] is silly because . a lot of
people wouldn't. clean up propse~ester. In all likelihood, there
erly; and some pets 'would make
noise, like rats or gtlinea pigs,"
Elizabeth
said. "If pets were
'
allowed, they would just end up
~'The
getting banned again." 0
.
Possibly · the most serious·
problem that results from pets
-in dorms is the subsequent prolifer~tion of stray a.nllnals. Cats ·
are the most common a.nllnal
· reported for violation, and stuaway~
dents who are caught with them
·or no longer want to care for
don~t.care
them will often just release .
them onto the campus instead
of attempting fo find them
another home. ·
·"
These· cats quickly become
nuisance animals, as they
- "ELIZABETH" threaten the local wildlife and
RABBIT OWNER ofteri carry diseases. This may ·
sound tragic, but students ate
still discourageq from feedi.Ilg
are a number of other pet own- stray . a.nllnals, and can face
ers who are, not · caught. , fines or disciplfuary action if
Roommates are the ones most .caught doing so. ,
·, likely to report a violation,
Stray a.nllnals considered to
though most roommates will be a threat are detamed and
not report an a.nllnal unless it is turned over to ihe Orange
causing problems.
County
Animal
Control
"My roommates don't have a Division. Stray dogs are considproblem with [Scarlett]. They ered to be more of a' danger
think she's cute,''. Elizabeth than stray cats, but nearly all
said.
cases involving do@> are a
There are multiple rea.Sons result of one wandering onto
for the banning of most animals. campus, rather than having
One is that animals that are not been released by a student. '
properly supervised caii easily · The root of the proqlem may
Ca.use damage to a room or per- not be the pets, but their irresonal possessions. Cats can sponsible owners, it doesn't
scratch tip furniture and uphol- : seem likely that pets will be
stery; and rodents can damage allowed OQ. campus in ~he f9reelectrical cables and wiring.
seeable fu'~ure. For now, stuA second reason is to pre-. dents .who choose to keep ijets
vent the spread of disease or in their dorms will have to do it
allergies. More than 6 million in secret.
Ameri.cap.s are allergic to cats,
Either ·that, or learn to
and many a.nllnals'. feces con- appreciate goldfish.

.
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Fraternity'&Sororities receive - w/student ID

· $1.00.0 ff ;WEDNESDAYS

· All DAY
EVERYDAY!

if ~earin~ lette~~! ..

'

FREE D.ELI VERY

Qnly,

I

HOURS: Mon-Thurs 11am - Midnight,· Fri 11am -.2a"1 ·Sat Noon -lam

.thing I'm
.worried about
Js if she.gets .
·taken
I
·
·about the
fine."

122i9UniversityBlvd. I
Orlando, Fl32817·

4·01,~201-0·
1
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"
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... ·
CCLV~V~·

·"

· i 20 AlexanC!ria Boulevard Suite #12
'O vi·edo; Florida, 32765
'

(clbs~ to·City Hall)
'

.

'

·. ·Dominica
"Grenada • Gµyana • Haiti
Jamaic~ _, /" Pt,u~tt0 ~i~o " · Trinidad & Tobago
k
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WE OFFER:
10Wings
. Ranch
Celery
Reg.Fries ,
& Soft Drink
•

FLAVOR .;...
ZONE .

• Ackee • Beef Patties • Cadbbeari Soda~
• Chicharron De Harina • Couronne
. • Crix ~ Excelsior Crackers • Foska Oats ·
•Hard Opugh Bread .• Klim ·Jerk Seasoning
• Macarel ·Pepper Sauce· Spiced Bun -. Hot f?eppers

~1."'
I

Chicken
Finger Basket

49.99/ 1o~·· off r:!"1

20WINGS

& Regular Fries
(any flavor)

J

I

~Ii.ls

w/piclrnp/rorry ouf, Sluden1 ID, exp. 4/3MOD4

Many Morel

Phone: (407i) 365-4779 ,
'
'Bringing a bit ofithe islands to you.

"
c

.

:

•1~01

WILD

WEDNESDAY
50~/o Off.

A ~rosty
&-Pack
of beer

All Regular Priced
Menu Items
(4:0Dpm - B:OOpm
CARRY OUT ONLY
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UCF
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www.drago

The Dragon Court restaurants offer a selection of house specialties and · ..
traditional Chinese favorites to please any and all palates. We are proud to
serve the finest entree's using the fresh'est meats, seafood , and vegetables.

Con'l:ejoiti us for our excelJent lunch spepial$· "
1
.
''
~tarting at just $4.95*.
·
.

UCF ID SPECIAL ' ·

·· ONE LARGE ·'$11'11
ONE ,TOPPING . ·· .

$

Redeem this ad to receive an additional '
s1.oo·on your next order·1s10 min.)

,.

.

~

*Served Monday through Saturday, 11 am to 3pm.

A(/ of us at The Dragon Court ish the Faculty,
St<Jff, and Students a safe and su<?Cfssfut
•
1.
.
Fall semester. :1
We look forward to another great year
· serving' the UCF community!
·
Tuscawilla Bend Shopping Center
University Palms Shopping Plaza "
2200 Winter Springs Blvd, Sujte 115
4250 Alafaya Trail , Suite 200
Oviedo, FL 32765 .
Dine-in and tak-e-out available. · Oviedo, FL 32765 '
407-359-1888
407-359-8085

Mon-Sat 1 l am-lOpm, Sun 12pm-9pm
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Though the name is rather deceptive, the hermit crab is neither a hermit nor a crab.
' Actually, as a pet, hermit crabs are quite sociable and do well in groups of their.own species.

"

OVER ONE MILLION FAMOUS .
PHILLY' CHEESESTEAK SUBS
· SOLD SINCE 1989

.Scorpions; hamsters·
make low cost; low
··.maintenance petS .
FROM A8

,
,
drops, all of which can be pur~
chased for about $15, including
tb,e ?sh.
~
.. ,
Tu fact, many pet stores offer
~pecial betta kits which include
all the basics, as well as a few
· e~a,s. N~ver put
fish · ill
one tank, though; they're nicknamed "fighting fish" for a good
reason.

two

Emperor scorpions

cheap pet, ~vei:aging about $5
· for tlte pet itself, but t~ey have a
·. reputation of being very boring.
This is often because the owner
of a boring crab supplies it with
just, the I)liI)imum living
requirements of a very. small. ·
tank with very little.gravel. The
larger a crab's tank.is,. the U~e- .
lier it will be. Prices on hermit
-crab homes are pretty openended, but' be willipg,to pay at
least $15 for ,supplies to keep
the crab active and happy.
Also, despite their name,
hermit.crabs are actually qUite
social, so more than one crab is
recommended for 'maximum
enj9yment.

Though large and quite fearsome looking, emperor ~corpi
, ons are usually q_uite docile,
· and their venom is not harmful
to humans, making them a good
choice f()r · a low-maintenance,
exotic pet. Though the scorpion Hamsters
H~sters' have long been ·
itself usually costs abu,ut $15
and t,b.eir setup is about the known as-a classid stand-by for
same, they are. supreme money kids without dogs. They are
savers in the long run. They eat simple to take .care of, and
only t;wo adult crickets a wee}S they're mu<ih eu)er than their
· which will run abotit $0.20. That . rat cousins. They only cost
brings the total yearly food bill about $8, but they are more .
expensive to outfit. A good cage
to about $10.
·
with litter and food will end up
cost', g about $25 to $30, plus
Hermit.crabs
ad ·onal treats and to s.

~rq

11662 UNIVERSITY BLVD.'
ORLANDO, FL 32817
,

,. 407-282-4000 .
Across From UCF
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1.

10% OFF

TO ALL STUDENTS/FACULTY MEMBERS

the UC7 Plaza

Open
·.U ntil 4:00am
'
.

SERVING
.
BROWNIES, " .
COOKIES & '. <
SHAKES

.

Thursday, Friday, & Saturday
11:00am - 4:00am '
Sunday through Wednesday
.11:OOam - 2:00am·

Free Delivery
All Menu Items Delive-red
$9.00 Minimum

~

with'ID

OPEN 24 HOURS ON FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS
SUNDAY - THURSDAY' 6om - 11 pm
FRIDAY & SATURDAY All Doy"24. hours
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Ryan
Mcintosh
and Brian
Malec have
led UCF toa

4-2-2

·record, as
well as four
shutouts.

The total score that
UCF defeated the
Flashes by in their
only two meetings.

'
Passing yards Ryan
Schneider trails active
career leader Luke
McCown by.

7
Career touchdown ·
passes for Schneider,
three over McCown ·
, .. for the nation's best.

·45
Touchdowns
Schneider would
needforthe
all-time record.
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Talented trio
performs.on
and ·off field ·
I

, ,

ASHLEY BURNS
Sports' Ed,itor

FormerUCF
cornerback Asapte 1
Samuel had a ·
spectaculargame
withthe injuryridden New England
• Patriots this.past
" • Sunday.Samuel not
• only recorded his fim
interceptiOQ ofhis'
young NFL career, he
also returned the
pick for a 55-yard
touchdown.
Not to be outdone by ,
Samuel,formerUCF
comerback Travis:Fisher of the Rams
, intercepteda Matt
Hasselbeckpass and
returned it 65 yards,
harely missing his '
..own defensive
touchdown.
Daunte Culpepper
had a brief scare as
' he left the Vikings
game Sunday with a ·
neck injury.All tests.
Were negative and
the stellar
quarterback was
diagnosed simply
with a bruised back.
Former UCF wide
receiver and current
Oakland Raider
rookie Doug Gabriel
capped off the
weekeQd offirsts for
UCF players in the .
.NFL, when he made
hisfim NFLreception
on Monday Night
Football against the
Denver Broncos,
·Gabriel is one of a
few receivers seeing_
playing time due to·
Jerr.y Porter'~ injury.

Being the defending Atlantic Sun
Conference champions ,doesn't
mAke anything easy for the me 's
soccer-team. However, when players
have more than just being·on a team
to look forward to, the . wdrk
becomes something different. than
. expected. ,
The 2003 men's soccer team is off
to a winning start. With a 4-2-2

record, the Knights are showing that
last season was anything but a fluke.
With new additions and stronger
leaders, the team has proyen that it
can be stronger than the 2002 squad
that won it all.
Talent is a good reason for this
team's early success, but a better
reason is its great defense. As in any
sport, team unity begins with friendship. For this tsam, Ryan·Mcintosh,
Brian Malec' and Tim Sobczak are
not only the core of the defense, but
they are friends.
. They are three men that .stand on
a field with one common goal, and
walk off that field indifferent to each
other no matter the outcome. With
. their friendship as a catalyst, these
teammates have created a promising pefense that could take the
Knights to a conference repeat.
. Mcintosh has been grateful all

MACrun·s
much improved conference. ·
Looking to amend for their
early season disappointments,
the Knights go back on the road
this Saturday for its MidAmerican Conference opener
against Kent State, who along
with other MAC · teams have
made it perfectly clear that they
are not going tQ lay down as in
seasons past.
The Knights, who have yet
to . contribute in the rejuvenation of the MAG, are coming off
a third consecutive loss to the
Syracuse Orangem~n and are
looltj.ng to overcome a nagging
list of injur;i.es.

Kent State off to
unexpected .srart
..with early upset
ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor
,•

Starti.Ilg the season 1-2 is
never ideal, especially for a
team whose expeCtations were
as high as UCF's coming into
2003. But the Knight's season
goal of qualifying for its first
ever bowl game is very much in
reach with a stretch·r un in the

-HEAD COACH MIKE
KRUcZEK ON THE .
MARSHALL, TOLEDO
AND NORTHERN

ILUNOIS

"Ibobbled it at first
'because Iwas
·looking towards the
end zone and I
wasn't
concentrating, but I.
got myself together,
concentratedand
kept my eyesonit.
And Iscored~
touchdown. It was a
great feeling."
- ASANTE SAMUEL

ON HIS FIRST
INTERCEPTION AND
DEFENSIVE
TOUCHDOWN

PLEASE SEE DEFENSIVEON-A14

Volleyball looks for revenge··
MATT DUNAWAY

with some Flash

UPSET VICTORIES OF

~

last y~ar," Mcintosh said. ''.As far as
team unity, everyone on the field is
·
working hard.
"You always want to be on top, no
matter before or after. .It's not so
much easier; it just gives everyone a
little more confidence. It gives.everyone a little bit ·more pressure, and
you always work better under a little
bit of pressure. The A-Sun conference isn't the biggest hype in the
country, so It's not like we have the ·
greatest expectations like some of
the top national te'ams. In our owri
conference, we're the ,big dogs. To
the rest of the country we're underdogs. Nobody really knows us .."
The men's tean1 waf?· the heavy
favorite in the A-Sun preseason
. polls tq win the conference. This. is
the second consecutive year that the

I

"It doesn't shock me.
I've been saying all
along how good this
conference Is and
how good to a team
they can be. I'm
proud to be a
member of this
conference."
'

along of the work his defenders have it comes from the inidfield ·as well..
done in front of him. Mcintosh has They're playing the 'defense that
already recorded four shutouts on they're supposed to this year." ·
the season, one more than .he
As much as the triO agrees that
. recorded . 'during all of 2002. they have come together wen, they
However, he is quick to note that the do not believe this team is liVing up
shutouts don't solely belong to·him. to its full potential.
,
"It's not me," said the sophomore
"I think we started off okay bµt
goaltern;ler. "It's my defense. We're 'i;iot great," Sobczak said. '!The
the core three: We've got some ·• teams we beat weren't that great.
injuries and we're the only ones left The' teams we needed to beat, we
standing. I think its because of the didn't. I think it's an average start."
click overall. Last year we were real- ' "The first eight games .have just
· ly struggling to find that rhythm. been ·a bit of a ·show for the new
Christian Spong and Alejandro guys," Malec said. "It has given us a
Gessen have really busted their chance to see their potential. Once
butts in front of us."
we get I everything
clicking.with the
.
Malec and Sobczak agree with conference, we should be pretty
Mcintosh.
good."
·
"We've had two years to work
Mcintosh, like his fellow defendtogether," Malec said. "Tim and I ers, is more focused on the triats of
last year worked a lot in the back A-Sun competition ahead. . ·
together; We're 1comfortable. A lot of
"It's been a lot better start than

.
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Junior running back Alex Haynes, pictured here in·scoring territory during last year's Kent
,state home game, looks to pick apart a srky Kent State defense onthe road Saturday. .
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UCF lead the all-ti.µle series
2-0 against Kent State, including a 32-6 rout of the Flashes
last season in the Citrus Bowl.
Kent State_is currently atop the
MAC-Eastern division standings.
"I think the kids prepare dif. ferently for a conference game,"
Head Coach Mike Kruczek said. .
· "Having been in the conference
for a year, I think the kids
understand how critical each ·
and every week is when' you
play a member of the conference: I hope that the difference
·:iIJ. attitude and focus .w ill be
·. clear on-the practice field.".
The Golden Flashes (2-2)
have already made some noise .
in the MAC.east this season, as
they upset the Akron Zips in
the first game of the season, 4138. Kent StatE)'s surprisirig play ·
ls led ·by the arm of Joshua
Cribbs.
·
·
Cribbs has the ability to be a
high profile· quarterback.
However, he has never had the
ability to . stay healthy. ·In the
season opener against Akron,
Cribbs . battlM fellow MAC
standout Charlie Frye, passing
for 340 yards .and three touchdowns on 25 attempts.
Cribbs and the Golden
Flashes looked to be part of the
MAC's upset weekend last
week as. they held a· 10-7 lead
over Penn State early in the
game. Unfortunately for the
Flashes, the Nittany Lions soon
picked them apart in typical
PLEASE SEE
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RUNNINGON A14

Staff Writer

Every year, when two teams
match up against each other, a rivalry forms.
"They came into our house last
year, and we lost in five (games),"
said outside hitter Emily Watts.
"We're out to get a little revenge, so
I'm pefinitely looking forward to it."
Bitter feelings toward's one other
only add fuel to the fire .
. It is only natural that UCF (7-3) . ·
and USF (6-9) play each other 'every
year since the only thing separating
the two schools is a Sunday drive
down the Mickey Mouse expressway. ·
,
Friday night at the Corral will be
. the latest installment of this volleyball r.ivalry. USF. is exti:emely tough
at home since the Corral opened ill
1992 posting a 119-19 mark.
' 1ThtilY,are a totany different team ·
from last year, and so are we," said
head coach Meg Colado. "It's going
to be an exciting match."
The Knights come in winners of
six straight games, running on all
cylinders.
'We are all coming together,"
Watts said. "It's been a totru team
• effort with everyone contribµting.'1
The Bulls' 6-9 record can .be misleading.
·
Fbur of the nine losses, including
the last three, have come at the
hands of ranked opponents. The ·
most 'recent waS' Tuesday night's
·setback to third ranked Uni~ersity
of Florida.
USF is led by middle blocker
Shameka Mitchell', outside hitter
Fran Pozzi, and middle blo.cker
Bonnye Glover on the offensive end.
Each have over 100 kills on the season.
The offense is · Jed by setter
Melayne Wooten, who has 602 of the
teanfs 645 assists.
Since 1983, the two teams have
.played every year with the school to
the west leading the all-time series

"We'r~ ~ II

coming.
together. It's been
.
a total team effort
.w.ith everyone
contributing,."
'

- EMILY WATTS
SOPHOMORE.

40' to 20.
~'We try to improve on what.w e do
everyday," Colado said. 'We make
sure we take care of the little things,
and better our game each day in
practice."
USF has won the .last nine meet~
ings·in the series 'With the last UCF
victory coming in the pre-Colado era
in 1996. The Knight!? are 0-10 alltim at the Corral.
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Outside hitter EmilyWatts, ranked one of the best in the
confe~ce, was named last week's A-Sun Player of the Week.
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UCF soccer takes to the road
pressure, these three stand by
each other and their individual
Knights earned this r~cogni- contributions to this suceessful
tion.
defense. Above all else, these
:we've always beep. the eon- three are comfortable with each
ference favorites qr near the top other arid it shows on' and off '
two in the preseason polls," the field.
Malec said. "Given the size of
·They respi:;ict each other:
. our school, we're kind of expect" 'fhey know th~t they could
ed to be at the top. For the new probably be successful without
guys it may give them a little too each other, but they wouldn't
much l,lssurance. For the have any fun.
returning guys we know .w hat's ·
"This past weekend, Ryan
at stake ·and what we have to received all-tournament honors, ,,
do."
but .I only remember. him mak"I haven't really thought"'that ing one save," Sobczak said.
we've had that high of expecta- 'Tm just joking. It's us three
tions on us/' Sob{!zak said~ · right here. We're the only ones
"Once we hit conference, that's that our coach has kept in the ,
when th~ expectations really same position. We're . all solid
matter. All these games that players and we're right in the
we've been playing .have been · middle. He hasn't changed us. I
agamst teams that don't even think we're all solid, smart playknow us. Kentucky and ers and that's helped the most"
Louisville and all ' those ieams
Whether they're joking or
didn't kpow who we were and being serious, these three are
. they didn't care." .
poised fo le~d th~ Knights to
BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Despite . their views of the. another A-Sun championship.
Ryan Mcintosh ha~ turned back 26 shots in.l!ight games this season1and is unbeaten at home.
FROM A13

. Both UCF soccer t.eams were
in action on the road Sunday
afternoon.
' ··
The women's team, led by
junior midfielder Allison
Blagriff's two goals, defeated
· Atlantic Sun opponent F1U, 2-L
.· The men's team, who traveled to
Kentucky
for - the
UK
Invitational, · lost to the
University of Louisvill~ 1-0.
Both of Blagriff's goals were
assisted by junior forward
"Becca Eschelman as the UCF
women's soccer team improved
their record to 5-3.
"She is. starting to show
gfunpses of last year", -said
Head Coach Amanda Cromwell
of Blagrif.f. :'She scored two
great goals and we look at her to·
lead us on the field."
· With the W:in, the players
avoided losing three straight
gam~s for the fii'st time since
the 2000 season.
· . The Knights, who have
played five consecutive games
on the road, will return home to

v

~

plp.y Campbell. Game time is 7 '
p,m. Thursday.
·
· The men's soccer team wasn't as fortunate as the.women'-s
team, Sunday. The loss to the
Louisville Cardinals halted the
Knights' unbeaten streak at
three matches.
"The game could have gone
either way · today," said
Louisville Head Coach Tody
Colaveccbia. :'Both teams had a
lot of chances and (UCF) had
some hit the cross bar."
One .good note · for the '
Knights,.both Mcintosh and junior midfielder Eric Vasquez
were named . to the me
Invitational All-Tcjurnament
Teain.

The Kriights,.who fell to 4-2-2
on the season, have a two-week
break from game competition
before opening up their allimportant' Atlantic Sun title
defense against Jacksonville at
7 p,m. Oct. 3,fu Orlando.
-'- DAN WIBERG

Running game .key to conference 0pener
FROM A13

fashion en route to a 32-10 victory.
·
· · While,Kent State has shown
signs of ·promise early on, its
only accomplishment thus far
has been its ability to topple an
incredibly weak Akron de~ense.
The Flashes have no depth at
the wide receiver position and
should have a tough· time
against UCF cornerbacks Rovel
Hamilton and Omar Laurence.
The biggest threat that Kent
State· poses · is the running
game. David Alston can be a
v~ry to:ugh running back to
· BRITT HART i CENTRAL FLORIOA FUTURE .
stop, but the real challenge will U(F is 2-0 all-time against the Golden Flashes, outscoring 59-43 in 1997 and 32-6 last year.
lie. in maintaining Cribbs' ability
'
'
to scramble. '
around to many of his yourig , tailback Alex Haynes sees tJ;ie
·Cribbs and Alston combined counterparts.
ball and how much room the
for 127 yards on the ground ,
Tue Kent State offensive line offensive line . allows hi.Iµ to
against Akron, while the quar- will provide a challenge for Paul move. Kent State's biggest
terback had the lone rushing . Carrington and the rest of the defensive weakness is the
touchdown in the game. Cribbs DCF defen$ive line, as its pl~y defensive-line. UCF.will need to
utilized eight receivers in the e1:'s are all big and experienced. · utilize more screens and
season opener, as Daryl' Moore ·They don't have the ability to sweeps with Haynes for an easy
led the way with four r.eceptio:ns open up much of a run1 game, victory. With offensive 1lineman
for 80 yards and a touchdown.
but they have thus far allowed Seth Ulsh out for the game, UyF
. Moore is joined by Darrell Cribbs the opportunity to is going to need to speed its
Dowery and Antwan Smith .as improve his passing game, as a offensive attack up to bompenKent State's receiving · unit. well as scramble when ,neces- sate for another big loss on the .
Moore is the only senior in the -sary.
line.
·receiving corps; however, Cribbs.
AS always the key to UCF's
'Tm very pleased," . said
has ihe ability to spread the ball success will be how many times Kruczek of the offensive line's
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Ball Stat.e (2-2) vs. Boston College (2-2)

.
SERIES: This is the first meeting between the
two schools.
MATCHUP: Ball State is one of only three
NCAA Division 1-A football to have not lost a fumble this season. Boston College is coming off a lost
·to No. 2 ranked Miami Hurricanes.
. . PREDICTION: Boston College 27, Ball State 18. '

Cintinnati (3-0) vs. Miami'(OH) (2-1) ·

.
SERIES: Mian:il owns a 47-43-7_series advan,
,
tage against Cincinnati.
LAST MEETING: Miami defeatetl Cincinnati
3f-26 last year. · ·
MATCHUP: Ben Roethlisberger has completed
75 percent pf his last 76 pass· attempts for 683
yards and five. touchdowns to lead Miami, who has
defeated Cincy 9 of the last 10 meet,ings.
PREDICTION: Miami (OH) 31, Cincinnati 24

"

Miami(Ohio)
Kent State
Akron
Marshall
'
Central Florida
Ohio
i
'
Buffalo·
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Iowa St. (2-1) vs. Northern Illinois (3~0)

loss to Northern Illinois.
· PREDICTION: Maryland 41, Eastern Mich. 17.

Toledo (3-1) vs. Syracuse (2-1)

SERIES: Syracus~ leads series, 1-0. .
LAST MEE'J'ING: Syracuse recorded a 35-12
victory in 1999.
· -.:
.
· MATCHUP: Toledo will attempt to upset.Big
East teams in consecutive weeks after a remarkable comeback win over No. 9 Pittsburgh fast
week. lt will llelp µ Walter Reyes, who amounted
241 rushing yards on UCF last weekeil~, is kept
under control. .
·
·
·PREDICTION: Toledo 19, Syracuse 17.
'
Marshall (2·2) vs. Troy State (2-2)
,.
.·, SERIES: Marshaill holds a 3-0 edge in the series.
-LAST MEETING: Marshall scored a 24-7 victory last year.
· MATCHUP: Marshall, coming off a historic win
Maryland (2~2) vs. Eastern Michigan (1-3)
'over 6th ranked Kansas State, has one of the
SERIES: Maryland holds a 2-0 ~dge in_ the nation's top wiqe-out in Darius Watts. .
series.
..
.
PREDICTION: Marshall 33, Troy State 19
,
LAST MEETING: Maryland outscored Eastern
Michlgari 95-6 in two wins over t he last two years.
Last w eek: 4-6 (4-6 a.ga,inst spread).
MATCHUP: Maryland~ who posted cj.ominating
Season: 12-8 (12-fJ a.gain.st spread).
~
performances after starting 0-2, looks to avenge its
: - FRl"(Z LORISTON
1
d season.opening lost ~t the MAC, · , overtime
f
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·UCF Athletics.1..RIGHlHERE. RIGHT NOW; .·~

SUPPORT. 'YOUR KNIGHTS!

. .)

. }

·sER;IES:· Western Michigan holds a 28-27-1
edge against Ohio. .
.
· . LAST :r\IBETING: Western Michigan recorded
a 23-10 victory ov'er Ohio.
MATCHUP: Both teams are co!lling off a bye
and both have also lost twjce to BCS foes'.
PREDICTION: Western Michigan 17, Ohio 14.

h

·Live·Action-Pa·cked
Jai.·Alai 'Returns ·
Oct. ·2nd!

www~ucfathletics.com

. w..Michigan (1-2) vs.Ohio (1-2)

SERIES: Iowa State lead,s series at 1-0.
LAST MEETING: Iowa State recorded a 54-10
rout or' Northern Illinois.
·
MATCHUP: Northern Illinois .at No. 22 makes
its first appe'a rance in the AP Top 25 poll after a
season opening win over then No. 13 Maryland and
last ·week against Alabama, in which Leshon
Johnson led all rushers with 102 yards despite
having a 77-yard torichl:lown run called back.
PREplCTION: Northern Illinois 28, Iowa St. 2:r
.
·Akron (2-2) vs. Buffalo (0-4)
SERIES: Akron has Won all four meetings.
between the two schools.
_
· ..
'
. LAST MEETING: Akron defeated Buffalo 21-10 .·
last year.
.
.
MATCHUP:' Akron's Charlie Frye is ranked
third in the nation in total .offeq.se (342.3) and
, Bobby Hendry has rushed fot over 100 yards in .
eight of last 10 ~es. Buffalo holds nation longest ·
losing streak at 14.
PREDICTION: Akron 35, Buffalo 15.

improvement. "We're starting to
see some continuity up front
after three games. We gave up
three sacks to one of the more
prolific lines in the country.and '
haven't gi:Ven up a sack since.,
Ryan really; has had time to
throw the fobtball, .a nd if you
give him tirtl.e 1to throw the footban, he's going to hurt you.Tm
pleased With, the effort ai;td the
way they're domg their job."
The rash of injuries will also
be a concern for the Knight!?,
who have IiSted five players on
the two-deep · roster ' either as
questionable, doubtful or out.
Ben Brinson, Keith Williams,
Antoine Poe are questionable .
while Ga
Tores will be ia
game-f d ision. ·
still look to overThe·
come th ir iP ility to score in ·
the firs quart , dating back to
lastye~i"s seas n closer against
Ohio. 'llie gam begins at 2 p.m. '
Saturday and +.ill. be televised
.
on the Un.shin~ Network.
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Education center,
a shining·example
for Florida
A

fter years in which teachers
bajlding dwarfs its neighbor and
left the profession while
elder sibling, the original
·
fewer recruits signed on to
Education Building. While conreplace them, America has a cr i- struction of the newer building
sis. Two million new teachers
. progressed, the older structure
will be needed in the United
was gutted and modernized; the
States in the next 10 years,
combined facilities now comprise
the Educ,Jation Complex. Together
according to ~he National
Education Association.
the buildings stand as a powerflµ
Teachers are paid less than
symbol of UCF's commitment fo
other professionals with the
ending the educ'ation crisis.
same level of education, and they
The newest building can
don't get the respect they
'accommodate 7,000 students at a
deserve. If the trend continues,
time - a lot of aspiring educathe increasing number of stutors. UCF's simultaneous commitment to fast-paced teaching
dents in kindergarten through
college will be taught by a
degrees also puts those students'
to work in the field sooner.
decreasing number of teachers,
and still more instructors will be
Tbe Transition to Math and
driven from the profession
Science program., or T-MAST,
because of job stress. The cycle
which was launched this past
will only accelerate i.µiless neces- summer, ~s part of UCF's forsary changes are made.
ward-t:pinking strategy to combat
Fortunately, UCF is doing
teacher attrition in those select
somethiilg about it. In strikingJ.y
teaching fields within Florida. In
visual form, the university has
• addition, UCF is targeting the
specific problem of attrition
launched an offensive against
among special-education teach·~ the downward trend with $ e
new Center for Teaching,
ers through the creation of the
Learning and Leadership.
Toni Jennings Exceptional
'
The four-story, glass-encased
Education Institute, 1"hich offers_.
~

degrees in teaching mentally gifted and handicapped· students.
Meanwhile, the state is mov·ing ahead with plans to increase
accountability in all levels of education. Periodic testing, now
familiar. to grade-schoolers,
could make its way to the university level, if only- in the form of an
exit exam to see how students
are doing.
UCF has always had an eye
toward the future, and campus
administrators knew what they
were doing two years ago when
ground was broken for the new
education building.
The school saw a dire need
for more teachers, and it's help~
ing to fulfill the ne'ed.Jt's providing the facilities and the program~ to replace retiring teachers, and to swell the teaching
ranks of an education system
that enrolls more students every
year.
If other state schools follow
UCF's lead, Florida has a chance
at a recovery. The future of both
Florida and the uniyersity
depend OI). it.
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TV cheapened by
[expletive] language
•

I

C

ussing on TV is on the rise,
shown us how demeaning cursing
ported those _laws simply were
says a Parents Television
.too lazy to check out the shows
can be. With bleeps flying almost
Council report released
themselves, and wanted a simple, more frequently than actual lanMonday. The report focused on
technological way to get around
guage, shows like these drag ·
the "family hour" from 8 p.m. to 9 being good parents.
down society at large. Springer
p.m., and found a 94.8 percent ·
What the council could not
has become synonymous with
quantifY is the reflection of socie-· "white trash" because, among
increase in foul language
fybehind the figures~ What is
' other reasons, the 'g ratuitous
between 1998 and 2002 in shows
on the major broadcast networks. causing the increased amount of
cursing defines low-class behavfoul language on television is an
ior. Only the lowest rungs of soci- ·
In the 9 p.m. hour, profanity
increased tolerance for it in daily ety consider "The Osbournes" o:r
increased a mor~ disconcerting
life.
"The Jerry Springer Show" good
109 percent. Strangely, the typically risque Fox network actually
television.
This. stands in stark irony to
· showed a 25 percent drop in foul
the public's growing concern over
The notoriously vulgar "South
television's in_creasingly risque
Park" even went so far.as to
language in the family hour durand explicit content, but reflect a
broadcast an episode that incoring the same study period,
. porated the "S" word more than
though it did experience a 75 per- truth about America's children.
Studies have shown that kids are 160 times-. The show did so to
cent increase in cursing during
· already more foul-mouthed than
mock these other shows by porthe following hour.
the networks by middle-school
traying their "groundbreaking"
This comes as no surprise to
use of blue language as a ridicumost Americans. The increase in age. .
These TV shows are simply
lous extreme.
profanity on television was one of
repeating words that kids are
Curse words have always
the major reasons for the enactjust as likely to hear from family
been a part of society. They show
ment of a TV-ratings system, as
and friends. It's those role modextreme emotio:n and at times
well as the invention of the Vels, rather than television, who
say what other words can't.
chip. That chip, which allows .
have the most influence. If grand- . Unfortunately, some shows
individual programmers to filter
pa cusses all the time, then little
haven't learned when enough is
content they deem offensive, was
enough, and continue to exploit
ordered to be installed in all new Alex is likely to do the same.
By attempting to curb cursing the language to the point of maktelevisions as part of the 1996
on the air, what are we protecting ing it moot.
Telecommunications Act
kids from? That question will be
Though.censorship is an
approved by Congress.
debated forever.
extreme solution, the networks
Though the strongest prop<>'Freedom means the networks ' should look toward more discrenents of those measures included
have the right to use whatever
tionary use of curse words in the
right-wing Christians, the meas. future. The last thing the world .
ures-also reflected a growing dis- language they want as long as
it's not legally obscene, but
needs is to be dumbed down by
trust by the American people of
there's no accounting for taste.
more expletive-laden garbage
television networks' abilify to
Shows like "The Osbournes" and that rarely entertains and never
police themselves. Sadly, it could
'~The Jerry Springer Show'' have
educates.
·
be argued.that parents who sup-
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Young man,

tur·n that
!#$%off.
. That's .not
appropriate

for ch.ildren~·
READER VIEWS
Football bashing excessive

Ashley Burns' Sept. 22 column about the
UCF football team was very disrespectful. I
am very surprised an article of that nature
was even allowed to be printed. VITginia Tech
· was only the ninth-ranked team in the country
when we faced-them, and Syracuse has been
a great program for many years.
The media even came down on us for our
win against FAU - yeah, that's right, when
we won. You make it seem as if we lost that
game. No matter how ugly it was; the bottom
line is that we won the game. The only people
who have any grounds to criticize this team
are the coaches and the play~rs ·on the team.
Every game for us is a big game.
'
The bigger school~ have to be at their best
because they don't want to lose to UCF. The
smaller schools feel that they are better than
us, so they are at their best. lt's not an
excuse, that's just the way it is.
Let's talk about facts - how players such
as Roy Williams, who suffers from diabetes,
lay it on the line every day for this team, and
others such as Lemec Bernard, despite many
personal problems, continue to be key mem1 bers of this team.
It's amazing how someone whose only college football experience is on a Playstation
can talk bad about us! The true UCF'fans
know what type of team we have and what we
are capable of. When we start Winning, there
will be no more room left on the bandwagon.
..:__ <iERREN BRAY

Wins would draw a crowd

Congress by Reps. James Oberstar, Jim
Saxton, Jim Leach and John Dingell, gathering signatures before going to the president.
- DANIEL HOLBERT

Arafat no ally of peace
Regarding the continued unrest in Israel: It
is worth considering that President Bush was
not elected, but appointed by a Supreme
Court whose members were mostly appointed
by Bush's father. Arafat won an election in
1996 with 88.1 percent of the popular vote in
an election that was monitored by the international community and by the Carter Center
and was personally certified by former
President Jimmy Carter.
The opinion section printed an article on
Sept. 18 regarding Arafat's past election in
1996. It is an interesting analogy one makes
between Arafat, a known terrorist who incites
his people to violence, and President Bush, the
leader of the free world. Notice how the
Palestinians are far from free, because their
so-called leader is a money-grubbing killer who
keeps his own people down. So Arafat was personally certified by a past U.S. president? Well,
then I guess Arafat should stay in power and
continue to lead his people down a dark path. I
remember all too well Arafat and the late
Israeli Prime Minister Rabin shaking han<ls·on
the White House lawn a few years ago. Since
then, however, Arafat has shown his true colors to the world; this man is no ally of peace.
Arafat needs to go and the sooner that happens, the sooner the Palestinian people will
have a chance at a better f!Jture.

Instead of UCF forcing students/alumni/col- ·
- NOAHSAPOSNI~
lege football fans into the stadium with
Gestapo-like tactics, UCF should instead win University? Not with flags
meaningful f9otball games. Give us reason to , Many.readers have commented on these
enter the stadium, besides access to more beer pages that a majority of students want flags in
after we have run out in the parking lots, Why the classroom. That may be, but a university
would the alumni travel to see UCF play FAU, is not for the majority - it's for everyone. If
or to lose to a larger, named school?
ev.en one person is offended by .an unnecesAfter a weekend of huge headlines for the sary classroom fixture, like a flag or picture,
MAC conference with three key.wins against it should be removed.
Bowl ChampioilShip Series schools, UCF was
But this message has been lost in political
the evidence to the other side of the argument rhetoric from ROCK's opponents. They don't
that smaller conferences do not deserve BCS supP.lYthe case against flags in the classbowl bids. It would have been great exposure room, but they are the support for my argufor the MAC and UCF if the UCF football team ment. They honestly believe that they cannot
would have at least made a minimal showing at learn well in a classroom where the U.S. flag
Syracuse and/or VITginia Tech.
.is .on display. If that's the case, it needs to go,
As a UCF alumnus, I am able to compre- because it's hindering the uniyersity's purhend many complicated formulas. The UCF pose of unb'iased truth-seeking.
football department should try this one:
If UCF is no longer interested in discoverWrns=attendance.
ing the truth and would rather fly flags, we
-JOHN RODDA should change its name to the Tertiary School
of Central Florida .and revoke its accreditation.
Clean Water Act staple of

U.S.

- <iORDON WORLEY
Environmental law since the 1970s is
under massive attack by the George W, Bush
administration. On Jan. 15, the Environmental Flag ceremony conspicuously quiet
. The Central Florida Future stated ip. its
Protection Agency and the U.S. Army Corps of
Sept. 16 issue that ROCK held a ceremony for
Engineers,. both part!;! of the executive branch
the installation of the first flag in a classroom.
of government, announced a proposed rules
change that would gut water protections for a Protesters were, as you noted, conspicuously
absent. Reportedly, so were any student suphuge amount of the nation's waters. Even
porters not directly affiliated with ROCK
though these rules have not gone into effect,
Oddly enough, ·very .few students knew
the administration has said that regulators
about the flag-h;mging ceremony before your ·
should act as if the new rules were already in
· article. To my knowledge, ROCK did not pubeffect.
licly announce the ceremony on campus,
The changes would take away protection
removing from any students, 'those in support
from waterways designated as isolated, even
of, or against, the right to witness the hanging
though there is no such thing as an isolated
of the first flag on campus.
waterway; water moves from stream to rtver
If this project is for the improvement of camto lake, soaks through the ground into well
pus, and not a political move, why was the stuwater, and evaporates only to rain elsewhere.
The Bush administration has indicated that it dent body not informed of the ceremony?
Perhaps this is an indication that the flag
will pr,obably side with industry lobbyists who
raised
by ROCK is not a flag meant to reprewant the term "isolated" defined as broadly
sent our democracy and everyone in it - even
as possible, including waterways that are not
those who would exercise their constitutionallarge enough for navigation - waterways
ly protected right to .free speech in resistance
such as smaller rivers and streams, ponds
or opposition of the actions of the current
and wetlands. You can bet that many Florida
administration. Note that the right to free
wetlands and waterways, like our
speech is "constitutionally protected," not "flag
Econlockhatchee River, ·w ill be classified as
protected."
isolated.
If the flags are for. the campus and for all
Luckily, some U.S. senators and congressstudents, should not have all students been
men are circulating a "dear colleague" letter
notified?
·
to Bush, asking him to stop these atrocious
limitations on the power to stop water pollu-EMILY RUFF
tion. ~s letter is being circulated in

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

CLASSIFICATIONS
100 Help Want~: 6eneri!I
125 Help Wanted: Sales/Marbting'
1~ ffelpWanted:Part·Time
.175 Help Wanted: Full-Time
.200 For Rent Homes
.225 For Rent Apartments
250 Roommates
275 Sublease '
300 For Sale: General
325 For Sale: Automotive
350 For Sale: Homes

Bartenders wanted.·
$300 a day potential. Looking for
exciting and outgoing people.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.
.ACTIVISTS WANTED
For campaigriing to increase Florida's
min. wage. Earn $250-400/wk and ,
improve th~ lives of working families in
Florida. Call Joey@ 407-254-5912 for ·
interview.
$1 OO's to $1,000's paid weekly stuffing
envelopes. Rush self-addressed
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 622772,
Oviedo, FL ·32762.

Monday - Friday

400 Services
450 Retail
. soo Ewn1s: Campus
525 Ewn1s: Gn!Ek Life

9 a.m. ·- 5 p.m.
OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS

550 E\'en,ts:Off.<ampus
600 Travel

3361 Rouse Road., #115.

700 Worship
800

Orlando, FL 32817

Miscellaneous

900 Wanted
999 Lost & Found

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

.
.
By Phone: (407~ 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-455!)
By E-mail: cl,assilieas@Uc.Enews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 115
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chik-Fil~A

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. Issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue
PAYMENT METHODS

Cash, Check,
M~tercard, VISA, AMEX

Meet mark.
AVON'S NEW Sales Opportunity
Products created for women ages. 1.6-24
Order'Online, Easy commission plan.
Call 407,654-9756 or go to
www.avonbeautyadvisor.com.
ENTREPRENEURS ONLY!
Be your 9wn boss and work your own
'hours. Sound too good? Just get the
facts!ll Call me to set up an interview.
407-366-7312.

*$14/Hour*$14/Hour•
Now Hiring All Positions!
Easy Work, Excellent Pay!
www.studentwor.know.homestead.com

Sales Reps Needed PT/FT
Great products/ ser\lices. Growing IT
company. Fax resume 4o'7-671-3290 or
email: resume@compu.t erinstructors.net.

" ., $250 a day potential ·

WANTED:
'.Students .To ,take
Online Surveys For Money
Get Paid for Your Opinion

Work from Home I Be·Your·Own Boss
G.et Paid to Take Online Surveys $10 to $125 ·
Get Paid To Participate in FOCU$ Groups $25 to $250
All You Need is aComputer l an Internet Connection :
1•

www.SurveysForStudents.com

Nanny I Tutor N!!eded.
Mon, Tues, Thur, & Fri. 3:00- 6:00 p.m. ,
Wed. 2:00 - 6:00 p.m. Educ. major pref . .
Clean driving rec. $10/hr. 407-366-7595.
Valet Parking - 'Positions starting at
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
.AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave. voicemail.
WORK A"P HOME $100 A DAY Unlimited
·
Daily Advertising. Independent
Contractors Wanted. Global Advertising
System is one of a kind. $700/wk to start.
http://p2pglobaladvertise.com
BEAUTY P.i}GEANT
Need girls 16·25 to part. No hgt, wgt, or
performing talent. All contestants receive
halr, make-up and modeling instr.1
Numerous prizes will be awarded. ·
Marylou· 407-275-0513.
Make your classified stand out by
making a BOLD statementi Ask us
how when placjng your classifieds.
407-447-4555. Place your ad in our
widely viewed classified section
today at extremely afforda~ie pricing.
Attend UCF? Ask about our special
discount student rate!

Large church seeking Assistant Direct<;>r
of Music. Primary resp. -to oversee &
direct children's music + other
administrative duties. Send resume &
letter of interest to: Dir. of Music Ministry,
Donna Ryder or donnar@fumcwp.org:
' 125 N. Interlachen Ave.
Winter Park, FL. 32789 or
call 407-644-2906 for more information.
Dennis Uniforms is hiring top notch
friendly customer service orientated
employees. Approx. 28-32 hrs/wk:
Mon. - Thurs. 11 - 6 and every other Sat. •
10 • 2. Can be split between two people.
$7-8/hr. Fax resume 407-522-9890 Qr
call Rona or Kira at 407-2,92-0395 x 301.

~

$10/wk
$9/wk
. $8/wk
$1/wk
. $VWk

fil.JJDOO
$6/wk '
, $5/wk

$4/wk
$1/wk

$1/wk

Charges liste<;l ahoVe include an ad of up to five lines, 35
characters per line. $1/Wk for each additional line.

'
Babysitter
for a 5 ·YR. old girt.
Afternoons/weekdays. Approx 12 hrs/wk.
Flex. hrs. l)CF area. Exp. pref. Edu.
majors a plus. Call 407·679-8716.
Phone Sales.
M. - F 5:30 -10:30 p.m. (25 hrs.) Easily
make $6-11/hr plus bonuses. Very
relaxed environment. Call for interview or
leave msg._407-677-4560.
Need extra cash?
$500 - $151lq PIT.
Free information. 1
www.everythlng2gain.com

'

.

1bd avail., poo l, cable modem .and cable
t.v. Located 3 mi. from UCF through back
roads. $400 INCLUDES ALL!!! Contact
Ken @ 407-658-7904.

""

.LOOK ·

"
2 rooms avail. in a large house
close
to UCF. Incl. In g round pool, WID,
full kitchen. Male preferred.
$350/mnth. + split util.
Call 407-380-8772.

225

.Movie Extras/Models Needed
No exp. req. , all looks and ages.
Earn $100-$300/day
·1-888-820-0167 xt. FL01

Bartending Training Provided. ·
1-800-293-3985 ext. 602 .

'

2 lssues (1 week):
' $15/wk
8 lssues (4 week$): '
$14/wk
24 Issues (12 weeks): $1Ywk
$1/wk
Bolding:
$1/wk
Large Headline:

(407) 447-4555 ·'·dassifieds@UCFnews.com

Florida's Newest Floating Resort is
Now Hiring:
••sal~s and Marketing
**Public Relations
.' **Reservation Sales
Earn High Commissions
FulltPart Time
!=ax 321 -784-5658 Attn : Sharon
E mail Sh11ronb@oceanclubcruises.com

For More Info, Please Visit:

AD RATES

DELP WANDID

Vaiet parking attendants needed for the
Orlando/Winter Park area. Great pay.
Immediate openings available.
407-971-9131.

200

~

SPACIOUS
TOWNHOUSES

Mendel.Villas
2 bed/2 bath w/garage
'

HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area, 3 & 4 bedroom homes for'
rent. $895.to $1295.. Call ,
407-629-6330 or www.ORLrent.com
to view our re.n tals. RE/MAX 200
Realty.
East Orlando - Waterfront and New
Homes! 4/2, 2-car gan, L:R, DR, FR, eatin kitc;:hen , every upgrade and most I
options. All appl. incl! $ 1290-1390/mo.
Very Nice! ·407·833-0063.
A FEW GOOD STUDENTS
needed for brand new 4/2/2
spacious.Avalon home.
. $1450/month +utilities.
Available Now
Call Ho'ward (407) 292.1357

GET PAID FOR INTERNET
RESEARCH! !
Part Time, Mornings or afternoons
duties incl: Internet data research &
capture. Private·Office $8/hr M-F, located
in Winter Park. Call 407-647-9200

Awesome Brand New Home

Research Assistant Needed.
Approximately 10 hrs/wk. $12/hr.
Close to UCF. Call Lori at 407-415-3242.

3 great rooms avail. Jan., near UCF,
community pool, clubhouse, tennis, lake.
$500/mo., yearly lease. ·
·
Call_Sherry /Todd @ 954-753-2247.

O~ly . $650

$)

.including washer & dryer
'

AVAILABLE NOWt

');)

Call 407-324-7773 ·
Walking distance to UCF!
Brand New 2bd/2.5ba in Waterford
Lakes $1200/mo., two stoty town house,
gated comm., garage, sec. sys., andprivate bath in ea. room . Contact K elly
@ 407-538-8227. Available ASAP!!
Fully furnished studio apt. in Waterford
Lakes. Quiet neigh . 4 min. from UCF.
Comm. pool, tennis, basketball, etc.
$550/mo. 1st. and last. $300 dep.
All util. incl. Call 407-758-3939.

:4j) .

(l

:ii
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STOP 1 HONORSi,cOllEGE
STOP 2 lAKE Cl.AIRE APTS
STOP3 ARENA
STOP 4E 1 • HPA
STOP 5 RESIDENT HAI.LS
STOP 6 ACADEMIC VlllAGE
STOP 7 RECREATION CENTER STOP 8 ACADEMIC VII.LAGE 2
STOP 9 MIUICAN HAlL
STOP 10 TEACHING ACADEMY

O~.CAMPUS

SHUTILE
GOLD ROUTE

STOP 1 TEACHING ACADEMY
STOP 2 MILLICAN HAlL
STOP 3 ACADEMIC VlllAGE 2
STOP 4 RECREATION CENTER
STOP 5 ACADEMIC VIUAGE 1
STOP 6 RESIDENT HALLS
STOP 7 El. HPA
STOP 8 ARENA
STOP 9 lAKE CLAJRE APTS.
STOP I0 HONOR COLLEGE

The· UCF on-campus shuttle provides
transportation s·e rvices for everyone to
travel th1'oughout the campus. There is
no per-ride c9st to use these shuttles. The
s~rvice .p·r ovides safe, (onvenient; and . ,
·timely travel to the ro~ny destinations of
our campus. The op.e rating hours are ·
Monday thr~ Frid~y 7am until 4pm.
These maps. may be used
for handy reference.
*>

Be a luck

~.

.llW

"'
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THE BARBER .ZONE
·
..
.

.FADES; FLATTOPS, & REGULAR HAIRCUTS
. BEST PRICES IN THE AREA!
~

Do you like... '

M-F.9-5:30 I SAT 9-4:30 I SUN CLOSED

407-6a1~671s

_• Awork location near UCF?
•A casual wo~k environment?
·. ·Flexible hours?
•Greatpay?

10038 UNIVERSITY BLVD., ·ORLAMDO.
~~~

Then Trader Publishing is for you!:
NC?w hiring agents to set photographer appointmerits
~

"*·/

~

j

Call (407).896-0.1'24 ext. 2961

or apply at 61 SA Herndon·Ave., Orlando,·FL 32803.

· Drowning In Debt?
Local nonprofit agency' can he)p stop
collection calls, lower interest rates,
reduce monthly payments by up to 50%,
consolidate debts into one payment.
FREE, CONFIDENTIAL, NONJUDGEMENTAL counseling. In person
or by telephone. Hablamos Espanol.
407-599-0057 ext.203

Apt. for re)ease .in 4bd/2ba at Pegasus
Point. $425/mo., all util. incl., ethernet,
cable, W/D, etc. Call 407-926-2919.
Avail. ASAP or as late as Jan.
Furnished/unfurnished apartment for
rent. Lar.ge 2 bedroom. 1/2 block from
Atlantic Ocean. $650/mo.
Util. incl. Private parking.
512 Phoenix Ave. Day1ona Beach.
386-254-7566.or 813-842-2264.

Room in Village of Alafaya
4/4, .$,479/mo. and $300 dep., fully furn.,
util. incl., .and great roommates I Call
Jennifer 85\)-637 -4635 or · BWayBabyJ~nn@hotmail.com
Northgate Lakes Apt. Room for Sublease.
3bd/3ba, all u!il. and amenities incl.,
,- etl)ernet, fully furn., free UCF shutile,
and neg. rent. CalJ 215-630-6506.
Avail. ASAP!
· 2 F N/S rooms in LI.House for
Spring/Summer 04'. $451 wipriv. bath •
a,nd $428.. Incl. ~til., cable, 3 HBO's, and
ettiemet. Move-in after fall classe.s.
Amanda 407-381 -5587 leave message.

, Male Grad Student seeks 2 M1F

M needed for loft style, 2-story 4/4 for
$565/mo at Jefferson Lofts. Brand new
community, fully furn ., resort style pool
and Jacuzzi, fitness center, comp.
center, game room, W/D, and reserved
parking. 'Admin. fee of $245 waived!!!
Contact Sean ASAP at 407-925-2033.

for 412 house close to UCF.
'Nice area, large lot, new flooring,
hot tub, W/D, lawn care, water (cap),
phone, cable, high-speed Internet, ·
and storage, $415/mo.
Call Brett: 321-230-0658.

1 bed/1 bath in a 212 apt. in Arden Villas.
1/2 mile from UCF. L~x. apt w/ vaulted
ceilings & fireplace. Can have pets. Avail
now. No deposit needed. $450/mo. ··
.386-453-1911 or 368-795-1684.

"'

,,

I

UCF/OVIEDO - A professional couple,
42127 wanting to share 7 rooms, 3
b,edrooms, 2 bath. Our home is 5 yrs: old
& less than 1 mile from UGF. The rent
INCL. ALL UTILS. Other amenities incl.
pool, gym, tennis courts, & b-ball cciurts.
Must see to appreciate. Roommate must
be friendly, honest, caring, clean,
respectful & open minded. You wilt have
total privacy and free digital cable &
digital modem. Great place for the
serious student or professional.
$500/mo:-$150 'dep. Call 407-920-8255'
M/F needed for sublease close to '
UCF. $399/mo. all utll. incl. Ne»
deposit. Cable/Internet, free TVNCR,
and UCF Shuttle. Avail. NOW!
Call 40~-538-4128. \
Minutes from tJCF. Madison' Pk.
subdivision off of McCulough. Great·
4/2.5 house. Lg. screen TV. Fam/Liv
. room. Eat in kitchen. W/D. Roadrunner.
$425/mo. + util. Call 407-971-2428.
M/F ROOMMATE WANTED IN 3/2
HOME IN OVIEDO.
$450/MO. INCL. EVERYTHING.
' CALL STEFF@· 407-971-9245.
Room for rent in 4/4 'at Northgate Lakes.
$470/mo, avai). Jan.-Aug, early move-in
is Dec., 1 mo. FREE rent!!! Fully
furn . and util. incl. NO MOVE-IN FEE!!
Call Danielle @ 305-972-9025
Female roommate wanted. 3 bed/'2 bath
home in the Union Park area with a dog.
Completely furnished.$ 400/mo. incl.
' everything. Call 407-737-3714.
~
ksmiller1993@yahoo.com.
2 Female Roommates wanted.-4/2
home in quiet neighborhood, 1 mile from
UCF en)rance. Home fully furnished
except bedroom. $450/montti includes
utilities, W/D, DSL, & 'phone.
No. lease required 407-830-8775.
·'
Room avail. in 212 apt.
M/F 21 -30. Must like cats. Close .to UCF.
$415/mo-+ util. Begin Oct. or Nov.
Call-Alexis at 407-375-6656.
W?terford Lakes, UCF, vcc Area
1 or 2 bd in a nice house near Curry Ford
Road and Alafaya Trail, (10 min.
bicycling to Waterford Lakes Mall). Close '
to 417 and 408. Pool; tennis, basketball,
• softball, jogging, fishing, pool table
Call. (407)?60-0768, $495 util. incl.

Rooms for rent. 1 mile from UCF
campus. W/D. Fuf1y furnished.
$479/mo. Incl. util. First month free.
Call Emily 407-484-1525.

.1

Village at Alafaya Apartment for Lease.
1st mo. free, util. incl., fully furn., big bd,
indiv. bath, 1 mi. from UCF.. $479/mo.
Call Holly @ 407-928-1684 or e-mail
• holly10326@cs.com.
M/F for a 1/1 in a 212 apt. at Pegasus
Pointe. All-util. incl. Internet. Cable. Furn.
W/D. Alarm system. No move-in fees.
$505/mo.nictta@hotmail.com.
407-926-4696..
1bd/1 ba in 3bd/3ba apartment at Village
at Science Dr. New carpet, very clean,
. util. incl., and'furn. ~vail. ASAP!!!
Call Keila @ 407-313-0205 or
727-808-6867.
Spring I Summer Sublease.
4/4 apt. Pegasus Landing. Furn. W/D.
Utilities incl. $500/mo.
Shuttle to ~ampus.
Call Samantha 407-362-2627

Best Webs Online
www.jrfigueroa.biz
books, travel, movies, more...
www.compelectro.com
Mp3, Music, Computers, Supplies, More...
, _,BEDROOM SET
6 pieces, new in boxes, $450.
407-275-0612.
BED - Full size mattress set, new,
.· ~ith warranty, $90. 407-275-0935.
Buy, sell , trade. Any1hing and everything.
limited offer. Sell any1hing for free. Ads
are placed for full month. Save yourself
some money at XYZTrader.com.
It's free, it's easy.
BRAND NEW GAS SCOOTERS
From $765. Great gas mlleage. Up
to 85 MPG! No motorcycle l)L
required. 15% off to all UCF students
·
with valld IDs.
407.765.3076 scootersGenie.com. \
' BED
Queen pillow-top set. New, in 'plastic. · Sacrifice $140. Can deliver.
407-383-0585.

N/S wanted for tum., super clean 3/2
house. $350/mo +util. Call 407-695-5648
or 321-299-3367.
M/F college student wanted to live in
Fox Hunt. Close to campus. Clean 212
condo. $400/mos. + 1/2 util.
1 407-256-5316.
Looking for roommate to share 3/2
home on Dean Rd. min. from UCF.
, High speed Internet, digital cable,
W/D and utll. incl: for $500/mo. Call
407-721 -3945.
Roommates needed for 4/3 house with

pqoi. $450-$500/mnth. Fully furn . Incl. all
util. Call Laura at 561 -628-6940.
Female roommate wanted to share 4/3
_s:lose to UCF. N/S. No pets. $500/mo.
• Utilities, Internet, & cable included.
Call Angie 407-366-4035 or
954-494-8659.
, M/F roommate wanted. Nice, quiet
· lakeside 211 apt in Heather Glen.
35'0/mo. + util. W/D, prem. cable, high
speed DSL, and unfurn ..
Call 407-927-2 111.
M looking for a M/F roomr:nate. 1
mlle from UCF. $375/mo. No '
depo~it. Incl. EVERYTHING.
Unfurnished. Just remodled every
room '" house. Access to pool.
Call Tony at 407-467-4177.

Reasor:iable rates,
by the job or by the hour.
Reports? Resumes? Letters?
Whatever! I cari l;lelp Y,OU .
make a winning impression. ·
407-327-1539
judeklin@bellsouth.net
*Member UCF Alumni Association*

1995 Gray Toyota Camry DX
4dr, 46k, garaged, N/S.
Auto, pwr windows, P.Wr locks, spoiler.
AC, top cond., $4,900. .
Call 407-859-0468 bet. 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
'86 Toyota Tercel SR5, Must sell!.'K &
N alrfilter, A/C, 2 & 4 wheel dr.
Appraised at $1 SOO. Need ca.s h. No
serious offer refused. Come see! Call
407-362-4422-or 305-992-1377.
1992 Buick Lesabre in perfect conc'.!ition,

'NC , power everylh!ng, fully loaded, only
66k miles. $4400, make offer, we need to
sell! 407-234-7283.

I! DO NOT PAY DEALER RATES !I
Attention all UCF Acura, Honda, Import
and domestic owrlers! Need quality auto
repair/maintenance, e\c? Don't delay,
call THE AUTO GENERAL
407-399-7514. AS E certified* and beats
most independent shop ratesl

,.

...RESUMES***
$49.95 stt!Jdent special.
FREE cover letter included.
Call 407-268-4734 or .e-mail:
resumeservices@cfl.rr.com

NEED A LAWYER?
CALL A-A-A Attorney Referral Service ·
24/Hrs 7/Days for Criminal Defense, DUI ,
' Personal Injury, Wrongful Death, '
Workers Comp., Divorce/Marital Law,
Corp'orate, Immigration,
Bankruptcy/Foreclosure, Wills/Probate,
All Civil & Criminal Matters.
1-800-733-5342.

ACADEMIC-TUTORING
In Math, Chem, Statistics, SAT, FCAT,
GAE, etc. lri home services avail. Call
Dr. Greer @ 407-366-2650 or e-mail
lbgtutor@yahoo.com.

SUPPORT THE LOCAL MUSIC SCENE!
FLOrawk.com, an o"rg. dete_rmined to
, promote·indie bands. Meetings at
Stardust Coffee'& Video at 3:30,
Sundays. 1842 E. Winter Park Road.

38 yr. old great catch seeks ·a woman
who is more interested in pursuing the
joys of life than adding to the population.
Call 321-363-7298.

'
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Honeymoon Specialists - Local Travel
Agency with 15 years experience in
Honeymoon planning. Great deals
and ideas for ,every budget.
Call 407-679-6655.
Spring Break '04 with StudentCity.com
and Maxim. Magazine. Get hooked up
with free trips, cash, and VIP status as a
campus r.ep. Choose from 15 'of the .
· hottest destinations. Book early for free
meals, free 'drinks and 150% lowest price
guarantee. To reserve online or'vieW our
photo gallery, visit www.studentcity.com
or call 1-888~Spring BrE!ak.

Book 11 people,. get 12th trip free.
. Visit the offlclal website for spring
break '04. The best deals to the
hottest destinations. Group
discounts for 6+
www.springbr'eakdlscourits.com or
. 800-838-8202.

*Writ.er-Editor*

Spring Break - sign up ~ith Student
.Express arid get FREE round trip airline
tickets to over 15 international
/
destinations - including Aruba,'
Dominican Republic, Costa Rica,
·Caribbean hot spots and more.
\ Why go with anyone else. Limited offer call now. Commission rep positions also
available nowl 1-800-('87-3787.,
, www.studentexpres~.c;om

·---------~

OVER 84000 ART PRINTS
by Picasso, Van Gogh, Dali, Escher, and
other artists at 25% off with Free
Shipping available. WWW.BUYPIC.COM.

Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and many other classes available.
$20 per sessi.on or a full term rate.
Call Harel (407) 362-2726.
Efficiency for Rent
Rouse R.d. near Colonial. Private
fl .., • Entrance, si_ngle family home, tiled,
everything new, complet11 kitchenette,
own parking, $500 incl. util. and pest.
Cali 407-81°0-1895 leav,e message.

,.,,

Episcopal Young Adult Ministry
St. Matthews on Dean Rd.
Young Adult Group Thurs. 7:30 p.m.
Dave Moye 407-341-5356 or
407-657-9199.
New Covenant on Tuskawilla Rd .
Sheryl Shaw 407-699-0202

CATHOLIC .
CAMPu·s
MINISTRY

Mass,.Sund~ys,I
8:30pm as of August 24
Student' Union·316CD
Fr. David Scotchie

Male seeks Female

(Crossword.
ACROSS
1 Citrus fruits
.
6 Olympus queen
10 Lawsuit.'
14 Get out of bed
15 Wax-coated · cheese
16 Track shape
,17 World's. largest
inland body of
water
19 Short skirt
. 20 USNA g'raq.
21 Galahad's title
22 Emfliano's
mustache
24 "Men in.Black"
star
28 Violin maker of
·
note
30 Lagerlof and
Diampnd
31 Become aware
of
33 German chief
34 Lib. inventory
37 Very in Vichy
38 Mature
•
40 Belligerent'god
41 'For what _
· worth
. 42 Switch tail?
43 Innate ability .
45 At a snail's pace
47 Achievements
48 Part of a liner ·
52 One Kennedy
53 Poelic pasture
54 Ram's mate .
· 57 Wield needles
58 No-obligation trial
62 In the past
63 Egg .on
64 Nightstand
pitchers
·55 Peepers
66 German .
industrial basin
67 Thick
DOWN
1 Decorative
bordet
2 Persian Gulf
country
3 Says wrong
4 Clalrvoyant's
I claim
5 Earthshaking

Advanced Fitness Science.
Nutritional supplement based on Nobel
· ,Rrize research. Increased stamina, ·
performanqe, & recovery experienced.
For info. or free samples. 407-247-5184.

Male Incest Survivors
Small group therapy (8 men). Meet
weekl.y in Orlando. All ages and
backgrounds .. Exp. counselor. All calls
confipential. 407-628-5855.

5 SALES PEOPLE, NEEDED to sell
roses in nightclubs: 8 Secs., Cowboys, &
Townpump Saloon. Commission & tips
aver. $10-25/hr. Thurs, Fri & Sat, 10p.m. 2 a.m. Must.be outgoing,_have a great
smile, and energetic! Roses by Renee
. 407-681-3612 or 407-701 -7432.

Free Falun Gong Classes at UCF.
Five gentle and easy to learn exercises.
Relieve stress, improve health; and
elevate mind. 8 a.m. every.day on grass
near reflecting, pond. qall 407-415-8384
or visit,www.falunorlando.org.
AA Meetings
Open to All
Campus Wellness Center (RWC111)
Tuesdays at 5:00pm
Fraternities-Sororities
Clubs-Student Groups
Ea.rn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with. a proven CampusFundralser .3
hr. fundralsing event. Our free
programs make fundraising easy w/
no risks. Fundralslng dates are filling
quickly, so get w/ the program! It
works. Contact CampusFundralser @
·
{888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundralser.com

UCF BUTOKUKAN
Art, Sport & S.elf-Defense ~
Coed beginners /::lasses now forming, no
experience necessary! M 7-9, W 8:30-10,
in the Ed. Bldg's Secondary Gym, Rm
174. Call 362-2492 for info or
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/- ams/

Looking for 18 and over performance
and dance competition team members.
Great college discounts!
Registration held at Dance N' Beyond.
407-977~9433.
SPIRITUALITY· 101
Final Exam $25,000
Open Book Contest on Papers 141 - 187
of The Urantia Book. For details please
visit www.eventqdaward.com.

0

~ FOR SALE:
I ~Homes
East Orlando/UCF area.
3bed/1 bath. Home with Patio and
Garage. New carpet and paint in/out.
Oak trees front and back. $96,900.

SPRING BREAK 2004
GROUPS! Get up to $120 off Per Rooml ·
Now Hiring. 1-800-733-6347 or
www.beachlifevacations.com
SPRING BREAK 2004. Travel w/ S:fS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas,
FL. Hiring campus reps: Call for discount
1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel. com.

~ -~-----c_a_ll_Christiate at 407-876-4=5:0:6:._J...:__~......~~-~'Ll~.:...:.....:..:....:~~lJ'~~~~~,~~~"~~,~~,11
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Ford and Fonda
Magazine VIPs
"Norma "
Stupefaction
Non
mantis
Of birds
Pierre's health
Inventor Howe
18. Intention
23 Slightly open .
25 Singer Redding
26 Conductor
Stokowski
27 Dresden's river
28 Not in favor,of
29 Walker or ,
Drucker
32 Incorrect
34 Gain an amount
equal to
investment
, 35 Daily Planet
reporter
36 Mach toppers
39 Davenport spot
40 Actor Guinness
42 Part of G.E.
44 Frightened in the
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Sponsored l?Y

FREE TOWING
AUTOMATICS &·STANDARDS
SPECIAL UCF DISCOUNTS

407-273-2606
Ozarks
45 Hits, Biblically
speaking
46 Barking dog
48 Black tea
49 Inclined to flow
50 In the cooler

Please se~ solutions on Page A2

51 Savings acct.
entry
55· Armed coi;iflicts
56 Ultimatum ender
59 Shooters' grp.
60 Turkish title
61 Have debts

1
.. ·

Petition pick-ups: Sept. 8 - Sept. .17 9:00am - 5:00pm ·
Declaration of Candidacy: Sept. 15 - Sept. 17 ·9:00am - 5:00pm
Senate Election: Sept. 29 - Oct.· 1 9:00am - ·5 :OOpm
Run-off Elections: Oct. 6 -_Oct. 8 9:00am --5:00pm

